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As reports start to come in from the September 9 Day of Peace and Solidarity, it is fitting
that this issue of ULK is devoted to the topic of
campaigns. The September 9 action is one part
of the campaign for peace and unity from the
anti-imperialist prison movement.

On 12 August 2015, Hugo “Yogi Bear” Pinell was murdered on the yard at California
State Prison – Sacramento in Represa, also known
as New Folsom Prison. Yogi was in solitary confinement a week prior to his murder, having spent
46 years in solitary confinement. Yet somehow
someone on the yard had enough beef with him
to murder the 71-year-old man in cold blood? Not
possible. Yogi's blood is on the hands of the state
officials in charge of CSP-Sacramento.

Campaigns can be thought of as an organized strategy in which certain steps or operations lead to the end goal of victory. Often when
people are taking on an adversary, victory will
not be accomplished in one shot. When the odds
are stacked against you it is necessary to create a
plan which, through a series of small steps, one
arrives close to the intended goal. This piecemeal advancement is a campaign.
In communist China under Mao, many campaigns were initiated to address the needs of the
movement after the revolution was won as they
took on the difficult task of building socialism
and working towards communism. The Hundred Flowers campaign is one example. Mao
said: "Letting a hundred flowers blossom and a
hundred schools of thought contend is the policy for promoting the progress of the arts and
the sciences and a flourishing socialist culture in
our land."(1) This campaign, and the concept of
a cultural revolution in which the people must
be involved in changing the whole of society
and monitoring and criticizing their leaders to
prevent abuse of power, are examples of broad
mass mobilizing campaigns to fundamentally
change society. Under socialism these mass
campaigns can unleash the potential of a whole
society of people.
Today we are still at the stage of campaigns
that involve winnable goals under imperialism.
But our short-term battles and campaigns are
tied to long-term goals, including the end of the
criminal injustice system and imperialism itself.

USW Campaigns
Prisoners and former prisoners within the
United Struggle from Within mass organization
have initiated a variety of campaigns which address our daily struggles. For prisoners there are
certain forms of oppression which prevent us from
developing politically or are outright neutralizing
us, so we must initiate campaigns to resist and
overcome them.
Prisoners in California have the Agreement
to End Hostilities (see page 13) which is one
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of our main campaigns at this time. The Agreement to End Hostilities is an essential step that
needs to continue so that our goal of mobilizing the entire prison system becomes easier.
We cannot mobilize people against a common
enemy if they are wrapped up in fighting each
other. Stopping the violence between prisoners allows us to begin to move forward for our
real interests and combat our real threats. The
Agreement to End Hostilities will spread state
to state just like lumpen organizations themselves have spread.
A California campaign that is also countrywide is the struggle to abolish control units.
(see page 11) Abolishing solitary confinement is
another small step in a larger process. Control
units are designed to destroy our most advanced
cadre; it cannot be explained in any other way.
So in my opinion the control units are ground
zero for the struggles of the prison movement
within U.$. borders today. In order to mobilize
the prison system for humyn rights struggles it
would be a lot easier if most of the politically
Continued on page 4...
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Memorializing Yogi, his comrade David
Johnson called him an “educator” and the “spirit of the prison movement.”(1) Former Black
Panther and long-term friend Kiilu Nyasha said
the word that came to her mind was “love.”(2)
Most of the information in this article comes
from Kiilu as well as Yogi's fellow San Quentin
6 comrades David Johnson and Sundiata Tate.
(3) All recounted stories of his immense love,
his prominent leadership, his indomitable spirit,
his dedication to creating and becoming the
“new man” and his role in educating others.
The state of California attacked Hugo Pinell
for 50 years, from the time of his imprisonment
on a phony charge of raping and kidnapping a
white womyn, through to his death this week.
He was one of a number of comrades involved
in an incident on 21 August 1971, in which
George Jackson was killed along with three
prison guards and two prisoner trustees. Hugo
Pinell was charged and convicted with slashing
the throats of two prison guards during the incident, though neither was killed. One of these
guards was known to have murdered a New
Afrikan prisoner in Soledad and had gone unpunished. Those prisoners charged with crimes
for the events of 21 August 1971 became known
as the San Quentin 6. It was this incident, and
the murder of George Jackson in particular, that
triggered the takeover of the Attica Correctional
Facility in New York by prisoners of all nationalities in response to the oppressive conditions they had faced there for years. Beginning
on 9 September 1971, the prisoners controlled
the prison for four days, setting up kitchens,
medical support, and communications via collective organizing. Prison guards were treated
with respect and given proper food and medical
care like everyone else. It all ended on 13 September 1971 when the National Guard invaded
the yard, killed 29 prisoners and 9 staff, and
tortured hundreds after they regained control. It
is the collective organizing for positive change
Continued on page 6...
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What is Under Lock & Key?

Maoist Internationalist Ministry of Prisons

Under Lock & Key (ULK) is the voice of the anti-imperialist movement within prisons in the United $tates.
Fighting the injustice system is just one part of the antiimperialist struggle, and it is important that comrades
not lose sight of the connections to the larger battle. For
this reason, in addition to news about prisons and prisoner struggles, we also publish more general news and
analysis important to the anti-imperialist movement. We
welcome support and collaboration from those who are
focused only on prison issues, but we also challenge
them to see the importance of carrying out their work as
part of a larger anti-imperialist strategy.
ULK serves as a forum to develop and promote
agitational campaigns led by MIM(Prisons) and United
Struggle from Within (USW). Our current battles in the
United States are legally permitted. We encourage
prisoners to join these battles while explicitly discouraging them from engaging in any violence or illegal acts.
MIM(Prisons) and its publications explicitly oppose the
use of armed struggle at this time in the imperialist countries (including the United States).
ULK is edited and published by MIM(Prisons) and
mostly written and illustrated by USW and other United Front organizations behind bars. ULK comes out
every other month, and is free for U.$. prisoners. For
people outside of prison, all issues of ULK, plus additional reports from within U.$. prisons, are available on
MIM(Prisons)’s website: www.prisoncensorship.info

What is Imperialism?
Imperialism is an economic system that V.I. Lenin
defined as “the highest stage of capitalism.” It became
well pronounced in the early 1900s and is defined by
the globalization of capital, the dominance of finance
capital and the division of the world into imperialist and
exploited nations; Maoists see the latter as the principal
contradiction in the world today.
As the economic system that dominates the world,
imperialism determines much of the material reality that
all inhabitants of planet Earth face today, including war,
poverty and environmental destruction. This means that
the status quo promoted by imperialist interests is the
biggest hindrance to change. As the dominant imperialist power, both financially and militarily, the United
$tates generally serves as the primary target of our attacks as anti-imperialists.

What is MIM(Prisons)?
The Maoist Internationalist Ministry of Prisons,
MIM(Prisons), is a cell of revolutionaries serving the
oppressed masses inside U.$. prisons. We uphold the
revolutionary communist ideology of Marxism-LeninismMaoism and work from the vantage point of the Third
World proletariat.
Imperialism is the number one enemy of the majority of the world’s people; we cannot achieve our goal of
ending all oppression without overthrowing imperialism.
History has shown that the imperialists will wage war
before they will allow an end to oppression.
As revolutionary internationalists, we support the
self-determination of all nations and peoples. We support nations which choose to delink from the imperialist economy, including the right of the internal semicolonies to secede from the United $tates. Today, the
U.$. prison system is a major part of the imperialist state
used to prevent the self-determination of oppressed nations. It is for this reason that we see prisoners in this
country as being at the forefront of any anti-imperialist
and revolutionary movement.
While our organization focuses on prisoner support,
we believe that there is a dire need for Maoists to do
organizing and educational work in many areas in the

United $tates. We hope people are inspired by our example around prisons and apply it to their own work to
create more Maoist cells and broaden the Maoist movement behind enemy lines.
MIM(Prisons) distinguishes itself from other groups
on the six points below. We consider other organizations
actively upholding these points to be fraternal.
1. Communism is our goal. Communism is a society where no group has power over any other group.
2. Dictatorship of the proletariat is necessary. In
a dictatorship of the proletariat the formerly exploited
majority dictates to the minority (who promoted exploitation) how society is to be run. In the case of imperialist nations, a Joint Dictatorship of the Proletariat of the
Oppressed Nations (JDPON) must play this role where
there is no internal proletariat or significant mass base
that favors communism.
3. We promote a united front with all who oppose
imperialism. The road to the JDPON over the imperialist nations involves uniting all who can be united against
imperialism. We cannot fight imperialism and fight others
who are engaged in life-and-death conflicts with imperialism at the same time. Even imperialist nation classes
can be allies in the united front under certain conditions.
4. A parasitic class dominates the First World
countries. As Marx, Engels and Lenin formulated and
MIM Thought has expanded through materialist analysis,
imperialism extracts super-profits from the Third World
and in part uses this wealth to buy off whole populations
of so-called workers. These so-called workers bought off
by imperialism form a new sector of the petty-bourgeoisie
called the labor aristocracy; they are not a vehicle for
Maoism. Those who work in the economic interests of
the First World labor aristocracy form the mass base for
imperialism’s tightening death-grip on the Third World.
5. New bourgeoisies will form under socialism.
Mao led the charge to expose the bourgeoisie that developed within the communist party in the Soviet Union
and the campaign to bombard the headquarters in his
own country of China. Those experiences demonstrated
the necessity of continuous revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat. The class struggle does not end
until the state has been abolished and communism is
reached.
6. The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution
in China was the furthest advancement toward
communism in history. We uphold the Soviet Union
until the death of Stalin in 1953, followed by the People’s
Republic of China through 1976, as the best examples
of modern socialism in practice. The arrest of the “Gang
of Four” in China and the rise of Krushchev in the Soviet
Union marked the restoration of capitalism in those
countries. Other experiments in developing socialism in
the 20th century failed to surpass the Soviet model (i.e.
Albania), or worse, stayed within the capitalist mode of
production, generally due to a failure to break with the
Theory of Productive Forces.

What is United Struggle from Within?
United Struggle from Within (USW) is a MIM(Prisons)led mass organization for U.$. prisoners and former
prisoners. USW is explicitly anti-imperialist in leading
campaigns on behalf of U.$. prisoners in alliance with
national liberation struggles in the United $tates and
around the world. USW won’t champion struggles which
are not in the interests of the international proletariat.
USW will also not choose one nation’s struggles over
other oppressed nations’ struggles. USW should work
independently, but under the guidance of MIM(Prisons),
to build public opinion and independent institutions of
the oppressed in order to obtain state power independent of imperialism. Members don’t have to agree with
MIM(Prisons)’s cardinal points (see above) but they can’t
consciously disagree with any of them. See page 12 for
campaign info.

United Front for Peace in PrisonsStatement of Principles
The basis of any real unity comes from an agreement on certain key ideas. This statement does not
grant authority to any party over any other party. We
are mutually accountable to each other to uphold
these points in order to remain active participants in
this united front.

Peace: WE organize to end the needless conflicts and violence within the U.$. prison environment.
The oppressors use divide and conquer strategies so
that we fight each other instead of them. We will stand
together and defend ourselves from oppression.
Unity: WE strive to unite with those facing the
same struggles as us for our common interests. To
maintain unity we have to keep an open line of networking and communication, and ensure we address
any situation with true facts. This is needed because
of how the pigs utilize tactics such as rumors, snitches
and fake communications to divide and keep division
among the oppressed. The pigs see the end of their
control within our unity.
Growth: WE recognize the importance of education and freedom to grow in order to build real unity. We support members within our organization who
leave and embrace other political organizations and
concepts that are within the anti-imperialist struggle.
Everyone should get in where they fit in. Similarly, we
recognize the right of comrades to leave our organization if we fail to live up to the principles and purpose of
the United Front for Peace in Prisons.
Internationalism: WE struggle for the liberation of all oppressed people. While we are often
referred to as "minorities" in this country, and we often
find those who are in the same boat as us opposing us,
our confidence in achieving our mission comes from
our unity with all oppressed nations who represent the
vast majority globally. We cannot liberate ourselves
when participating in the oppression of other nations.
INdependence: WE build our own institutions
and programs independent of the United $tates government and all its branches, right down to the local
police, because this system does not serve us. By developing independent power through these institutions
we do not need to compromise our goals.

How to join the United Front?
Study and uphold the five principles above.
Send your organization’s name and a statement
of unity to MIM(Prisons). Your statement can explain
what the united front principles mean to your organization, how they relate to your work, why they are
important, etc.
Develop peace and unity between factions
where you are at on the basis of opposing oppression
of all prisoners and oppressed people in general.
Send reports on your progress to Under Lock &
Key. Did you develop a peace treaty or protocol that
is working? Send it in for others to study. Is your unity
based on actions? Send us reports on the organizing
you are doing.
Keep educating your members. The more educated your members are, the more unity you can develop, and the stronger your organization can become.
Unity comes from the inside out. By uniting internally,
we can better unite with others as well. Contact
MIM(Prisons) if you need additional materials to educate your members in history, politics and economics.
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Mass
Migration 2015
by PTT of MIM(Prisons)
September 2015

The imperialists have created a mess of migration, with hundreds of thousands of people
traveling from the Middle East and north Africa
to the European Union (EU). Earlier this year
there was media attention on the increased migration from Myanmar and Bangladesh to the
richer countries of South Asia such as Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. This is in the context of an unprecedented increase in mass displacement worldwide.
"By end-2014, 59.5 million individuals
were forcibly displaced worldwide as a result
of persecution, conflict, generalized violence,
or human rights violations. This is 8.3 million persons more than the year before (51.2
million) and the highest annual increase in a
single year."(1)

The conditions that led about 7% of the
world's entire population to leave their homes
vary widely, and similarly the situations they
face when they do leave their homes also vary.
Some have absolutely nothing to their name but
the rags on their body, while others are carrying
smart phones, have high formal education, and
are being wired money along their journey for
train tickets and smugglers' fees. Some just need
to leave where they are, others want to meet up
with family who have already immigrated to
other countries, and many are doing both. This
article does not attempt to provide a comprehensive history of the mass migrations, but it does
try to outline some basic principles to keep in
mind as the news unfolds.

Open All Borders!
The oppressor countries have concentrated
wealth due to the oppression and exploitation
they inflict on other nations. In these countries,
there is a lot of hubub about whether people
are "truly" refugees, and thus worthy of help,
or "just" migrants looking for better economic
opportunity, and thus not worthy of assistance.
They say those deemed to be economic migrants
should be sent back to their "safe" countries to
build their lives there – a pull-yourself-up-byyour-bootstraps of international proportions.
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against the primary cause for why people flee:
U.$. militarism and imperialism.

United $tates is also presently engaged in military campaigns in and on these countries.

On the surface it appears Germany has been
somewhat favorable to this position. They have
been the most welcoming country of the EU
(although most recently they are trying to curb
the migration rather than welcome it with open
arms). We support any EU country's openness to
migrants. But it's significant that Germany has
an aging population and has been trying to figure
out how to maintain its economy with a deficit
of working-age people. How fortunate then that
so many of the refugees come with professional
degrees, skills, and even some savings. The economic situation in Germany makes it possible
for the country to play hero. The economic substructure defines the ideological superstructure.
If not for the economic problems in Germany,
humanitarian efforts would be marginalized.

But the EU only cares what the United $tates
does to the degree that it affects the EU. It's good
when anyone criticizes the United $tates's meddling in the Middle East. But until words turn
into actions (and until EU countries stop their
own military campaigns in the region), it's just
a lot of hot air. We want to see the EU not only
open its borders for all the migrants, but also to
recognize that it has interests which differ from
those of the United $tates. A united EU should
stop all material and verbal support for occupation and war in the Middle East, which would
do more to help with their present migrant crisis
than building walls and placing newspaper ads.

National Chauvinism is Not
Internationalism
In spring 2015, media attention was on Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, and Australia for
refusing to take in Rohingyas and Bangladeshis
who were abandoned by their smugglers at sea
for weeks and months.(2) The primary position
of these countries was "it's not our problem."
In the EU, Hungary has been a main thoroughfare for migrants this summer. In response
they are erecting an emergency wall on the borders, and Hungary's government's stance is to
discourage migration as much as possible. Denmark, just north of Germany, has been widely
advertising that it has greatly reduced assistance
for migrants, and that people should not go
there. And these are certainly not the only examples of national chauvinism in Europe.
Those who don't grasp the differences between revolutionary nationalism and national
chauvinism will use these examples as evidence
that all nationalism is bad. One of the more
progressive trends that makes this mistake is
the anarchists. Nationalism of oppressor nations tends toward fascism, but nationalism of
oppressed nations tends towards revolutionary
internationalism. Being that the vast majority
of anarchist movements are located in the First
World, it makes sense that they should oppose
the nationalism that they see around them. But a
materialist historical analysis shows that nationalism of the oppressed has done the most to advance peoples out of oppression, imperialism's
stranglehold, and toward a society where nations and states are no longer necessary. Maoists
also want a world without nations and states, but
a rejection of the progressive aspects of nationalism won't get us there.

No matter why people are leaving their present location, our position is the same: open all
borders! The most progressive economic position under capitalism would be to enable free
travel and work across all borders. Wealth
would be more equalized and the imperialists
would have a material interest in ending harmful policies and practices in other countries, for
fear that those populations would leave their
homes to venture to the countries where the
wealth is being concentrated.

European Union vs. United $tates

We know opening all borders is not a realisitic solution in our present conditions, so at the
very minimum we call on the wealthy countries
to allow those who have already fled to make
new lives wherever they (want to) land. We then
call on these wealthy countries to take a stand

Some officials in the EU have criticized
United $tates policy and military intervention
in the Middle East as the reason for this most
recent mass migration. To the EU, most people
coming from the Middle East are from Syria,
Afghanistan, and Iraq. Not surprisingly, the

Rise of Fascism
The recent mass migration has been exposing reactionary nationalist sentiments, and in
turn adding fuel to the recent rise of fascism in
Europe. More far-right parties are being elected
at various levels of government, and there are
more demonstrations and attacks on migrants
– the people, and the infrastructure to support
them. Most notably, fascism has been rising in
the last few years in Greece, Germany, Hungary
and Sweden.(3)
Communism is the natural antithesis to fascism. Those who see more material interests
in maintaining their present economic position
will tend toward fascism, whereas those who
would benefit more from an equalization of
wealth internationally will tend more toward
communism. It's the job of the communists to
help prevent the rise of fascism in Europe. 
Notes:
1. United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), “Global Trends: Forced Displacement in
2014”, 18 June 2015.
2. The New York Times, "Rohingya Migrants from
Myanmar, Shunned by Malaysia, Are Spotted Adrift
in Andaman Sea", 14 May 2015.
3. Justin Haskins,"European fascism and anti-immigration movement growing rapidly", Human Events,
19 January 2015.

Special Literature Offers

Please send a donation if you can.

($5 suggested donation unless noted otherwise)

Spanish: Old MIM lit en español.

Que es el MIM? ($3)
Teoría del MIM 1: ¿Los Proletarios Blancos?
Notas Rojas newspaper back issues ($3)

MIM Theory magazine:

No. 2/3 Gender and Feminism
No. 4 Communist history
No. 5 Strategy of revolution
No. 6 Stalin
No. 9 Psychology and Imperialism
No. 10 Labor Aristocracy
No. 12 Environment
No. 14 United Front

Learn about the labor aristocracy:

Introduction to the Labor Aristocracy study pack by
MIM(Prisons) ($3)
Labor Aristocracy, Mass Base of Social Democracy
by H.W. Edwards ($12)
The Labor Aristocracy and the International
Communist Movement study pack by
MIM(Prisons) ($1)
Imperialism and its Class Structure in 1997 by MC5 ($10)
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Maoist Internationalist Ministry of Prisons

Plan of Attack on Texas
Hiding Grievance Manual
by a Texas prisoner
August 2015

To the comrade who submitted the article
"Texas Hides Grievance Manual" in ULK 42 on
a memo by Access to Courts Supervisor Frank
Hoke, take these words of wisdom.
The grievance procedure was certified by
the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Texas and Southern District of Texas
in 1989. In 1999 the Texas Board of Criminal
Justice (TBCJ) and Agency officials approved
the Offender Grievance Operations Manual
(OGOM) and screening criteria. Pursuant to
Board Policy (BP) 03.77,
"The resolution support manager shall
establish and maintain the Offender Grievance Operations Manual (OGOM) to provide
guidance to employees regarding the offender
grievance procedure. ... Instructions on how
to use the offender grievance procedure shall
be established separately from the OGOM for
distribution to offenders and employees. Provisions for training, education, and implementation of the offender grievance procedure shall
be established in AD-03.82, 'Management of
Offender Grievances' and the OGOM." Signed
by Oliver J. Bell, Chairman TBCJ

Note the last part in BP-03.77 "shall be established in AD-03.82." In AD-03.82, the Resolution Support Manager is responsible for oversight of access to courts, offender grievance and
Ombudsman. Section I of AD-03.82 establishes
the set criterion of emergency and specialty
grievance. Furthermore, AD-03.82 Section IV
A states: "Copies of BP-03.77 ... and this directive, as well as instructions on how to use the offender grievance procedure shall be available at
each unit, to include copies in the law library."
AD-03.82 Section VI A states: "The resolution

...Continued from page 1

...Campaigns

advanced prisoners were not sealed off in control units.
The grievance campaign is another way that
we enable imprisoned people to work toward
humyn rights so that they can continue to struggle
on that revolutionary path. In Texas comrades are
facing complete denial of access to the grievance
manual and they have turned this into a broad
USW campaign as part of the USW campaign
demanding that our grievances be addressed
which has been taken up in many states.
Our campaign in solidarity with Palestine
was an exercise in USW flexing its internationalism.(see ULK 40) When a people are suffering from crimes against humynity, even the
most brutal dungeon will not prevent acts of
humynity. I think our solidarity with Palestine
is also a sign of our anti-imperialism. We have
our own struggles in each prison against brutality, solitary, medical care, etc. We have our
distinct struggles for national liberation of our
respective nations. At the same time we are antiimperialists and we know all of our oppression
can be tied to U.S. imperialism. Imperialism extends oppression around the world and creates
the circumstances where Third World people
cannot survive in their home countries. These
people often migrate to the metropole in search
of sustenance, when not contained behind militarized walls.(see page 3)

Learning from Doing
Campaigns allow us to battle our oppression
while teaching us different forms of struggle.
When we partake in a campaign we not only
realize what we can accomplish, but we also
learn from practice how to better coordinate our
efforts. For example in a previous ULK I read
about some comrades who, after struggling on
different grievances, decided to create their own
legal self-help organization.

Continued on next page..

On Prisons & Prisoners
MIM(Prisons) seeks to build public opinion against Amerika’s criminal injustice system, and
to eventually replace the bourgeois injustice system with proletarian justice. The bourgeois
injustice system imprisons and executes a disproportionately large and growing number
of oppressed people while letting the biggest mass murderers – the imperialists and their
lackeys – roam free. Imperialism is not opposed to murder or theft. It only insists that these
crimes be committed in the interests of the bourgeoisie.
All U.$. citizens are criminals – accomplices and accessories to the crimes of U.$. oppression globally until the day U.$. imperialism is overcome. All U.$. citizens should start from
the point of view that they are reforming criminals.
MIM(Prisons) does not advocate that all prisoners go free today; we have a more effective
program for fighting crime as was demonstrated in China prior to the restoration of capitalism
there in 1976. We say that all prisoners are political prisoners because under the dictatorship
of the bourgeoisie, all imprisonment is substantively political. It is our responsibility to exert
revolutionary leadership and conduct political agitation and organization among prisoners –
whose material conditions make them an overwhelmingly revolutionary group. Some prisoners should and will work on self-criticism under a future dictatorship of the proletariat in those
cases in which prisoners really did do something wrong by proletarian standards.

From our campaign to raise awareness inside
and outside the dungeons sprang the Strugglen
Artists Association (SAA). The SAA is for artists to create revolutionary cultural works and
for Propaganda Workers to bring these cultural
contributions to the masses.(see page 10)
From our campaign to close the SHU sprang
the statewide California hunger strikes. These
actions helped to catch the eye of many within
the white left who previously did not support
the prison movement. From this publicity came
various prisoner support groups and media
struggles to assist our actions.
From these examples that I have listed came
independent institutions. Our campaigns created these institutions of the people. They were
created without the assistance of our oppressor
enemy. It is hard to see these things develop
without our campaigns, so as you can see the
campaign creates even more opportunity to
struggle and gives us momentum to continue on
our road forward.
Take away the campaigns and we are left
with nothing but isolated impulsive acts which
get us nowhere but unorganized disarray. Campaigns direct our actions toward our greatest
potential.

Our Goals in Campaigning
Our goal as anti-imperialists is a socialist
revolution. But the more immediate goal of
USW within U.$. prisons is to revolutionize
the dungeons. We accomplish this through
campaigns.
Prisons are merely one component of the
state. But they are one of the most important
components because it is within prisons where
the most vital social forces are found. Prisons
will produce the fiercest fighters in the future
revolution.
The campaign is a military concept. In many
ways it is a revolutionary war which awaits us because the oppressor will never hand over its power. According to Mao: "The revolutionary war
is a war of the masses; it can be waged only by
mobilizing the masses and relying on them."(2)
Oppressed people will be victorious, and
prisoners, once revolutionized, will ignite and
charge the people. We have seen in hystory
the power and raw force that ex-prisoners infused into social justice movements within U.$.
borders. The most advanced parties’ political
organizations and movements of the internal
semi-colonies were filled with ex-prisoners and
lumpen, so it is this element which must be mobilized. The people must "go deeper," as Lenin
taught, to obtain the most revolutionary element
which is less influenced by imperialism. Campaigns up! Conflicts down!
Notes:
1. Mao Zedong, "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People", 27 February 1957.
2. Mao Zedong, "Be Concerned with the Well Being
of the Masses, Pay Attention to Methods of Work."
(January 27, 1934, Selected Works, Vol. 1, page 147.
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Consolidating USW Leadership thru Organization
a comrade of United Struggle from Within
September 2015

[At our 2012 Congress MIM(Prisons) decided to begin the process of building statewide
councils to develop USW and its leadership.
That winter the work began to set up the first
council in California. This coincided with a
renewed round of strikes in the state involving more than 30,000 prisoners. As activism
spread, so did invitations to join the council. In
short time, lack of participation cut the membership back down. For about a year and a
half now, leading USW cells in California have
been participating in the council on a regular
basis, struggling over theoretical and practical
questions of organizing the prison movement.
This article is by one participant in the USW
California Council discussing some of the issues the council has tackled.]

The United Struggle from Within (USW) political line is anti-imperialist, as those behind the
walls recognize the penal system and its institu... Continued from previous page

tions as an extension of imperialism. Therefore
our struggles include both domestic and international issues. As a generated organism from
the Maoist Internationalist Ministry of Prisons,
or MIM(Prisons), some within USW have taken
up MIM line while others have not yet. USW
is an eclectic group of anti-imperialist prisoners working in cells, individually or in a coordinated groups through MIM(Prisons) guidance.
Our revolutionary activities can vary according
to each cell and location. This makes USW a
multi-issue mass organization.
It is important to have USW comrades focus
on campaigns that are relevant to their conditions. For instance, field reporting is universally applicable. But those doing indeterminate
SHU sentences should focus on getting policies
changed or bring up campaigns to shut down
control units, while other comrades on mainlines
could organize a cell of like-minded comrades,
set up study groups, and raise other campaigns.

Notice that the Access to Courts is not the
agency that is responsible or authorized to make
policy or amendments to policy or revisions.
The Access to Courts is violating the Liberty Interest Protections in AD-03.82, being that Frank
Hoke is not authorized to amend oversight policy
or the OGOM. These revisions unauthorized by
Oliver J. Bell have not been tested for constitutionality and changes AD-03.82 in violation of
Texas law and Texas constitution articles 1, 13,
and 17. Please read the article titled "Right to
Assist others with Legal Work" in ULK 42 and
you will see why they are doing this. Law library
staff violate privacy rights, copying letters, which
they send to Access to Courts for review. An Access to Courts violation has occurred which impedes, hinders or denies these rights. There has
been no change in AD-03.82 or BP-03.77. Hoke's
memo will only go in effect if we allow it. This
is an unauthorized confiscation of OGOM without reason of safety or security justification. See
Corby v. Conboy, 457 F2d 251 (1972). Always
keep the pigs within the "pen," or they will eat up
your rights and liberty and defecate corruption,
that will abolish the smell of peace, and make the
path of unity impossible to walk.

We can all contribute to fighting censorship and
other legal actions that can benefit all prisoners
if won in court.
Each USW cell works in the framework of
bringing the humyn rights of prisoners to the
forefront. It is no surprise prisons are swamped
with internal semi-colonies, with the long sentences, new detrimental laws that disproportionately affect oppressed nations, and other practices of the criminal injustice system that contribute
to the mass incarceration of oppressed nations.
This injustice must be brought to the public.
Comrades from USW use propaganda as a tool
to reach the masses who are sympathetic or will
become sympathetic. We utilize Lenin's method
of having Iskra as his party's way to get the written word out to the masses by making use of
Under Lock & Key to advertise our campaigns,
our polemics, our developing theories, or just to
expose the negative conditions in prisons. ULK
is our voice behind the walls.
Continued on next page..

done signed with the Indians? Ain't a one of 'em
they done kept! Some of 'em broke 'em befo' the
ink was dry on 'em old treaties! Them the same
folks who run this System today! If they couldn't
keep a treaty with Indians when they first got
here, what make you think they gonna keep they
so-called law today, especially when it come to
me and you, man?"

...Plan

support manager shall direct, administer, supervise, and manage the implementation and
operation of the offender grievance procedure
without interference by any employee."
The memo you described was not issued by
Texas Board of Criminal Justice (TBCJ). So it
is null and void, being it amends AD-03.82 and
BP-03.77. On Page 1 Chapter II of the OGOM
titled "Authority" it states: "AD-03.82 'Management of Offender Grievances'. Establishes agency expectations and the fundamental groundwork for the effective operation of the Offender
Grievance Program. The administrative directive is more specific than board policy and supports the grievance process by providing a basis
for the offender grievance operations manual."
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MIM(Prisons) responds: The knowledge of the
invalidity of this practice within Texas prisons
is certainly something we can use in our fight
to remedy this repression. Prisoners in Texas
should take the information above and apply it
to their struggle to get the grievance manual put
back into facility law libraries across the state.
If someone puts together a sample grievance,
petition, or other organizing tool then we can
distribute it as part of our Texas Activist Pack.
But we also know that just because something is illegal or invalid doesn't mean that the
state will ever actually be held accountable, or
be made to follow law. This is evidenced in prisons all across the country, and on a broader scale
by the illegal settlement of Palestine by I$rael
and the many illegal atrocities committed by
the United $tates and imperialist corporations
all across the world. Those with power will do
whatever suits their interests. A grievance campaign might help us win small victories. But
we can't be deluded into thinking that if we just
point out to them that they are breaking the law
they will change their behavior.
Mumia Abu-Jamal explains this well in the
book Jailhouse Lawyers: Prisoners Defending
Prisoners v. the U.S.A. In the Preface, Mumia
hammers home the point that law is what a
judge decides in the moment; that they make it
up as they go along. In a discussion about what
makes jailhouse lawyers go crazy, Delbert Africa explains to Mumia,
"It drives they ass crazy 'cuz they cain't handle the fact that the System just make and break
they laws as it see fit! How many treaties they

Mumia pushed Africa to explain further
why this makes jailhouse lawyers go crazy, and
Africa responded,
"They go crazy becuz, Mu, they really believe in the System, and this System always betray those that believe in it! That's what drive
them out of they minds, man. They cain't handle
that. It literally drives them out they mind. I see
'em around here, walkin' 'round here dazed,
crazy as a bedbug!"

Mumia follows this conversation with an anecdote about a jailhouse lawyer he knew from
death row who insisted his appeal would be
granted because his argument was so "black and
white" that the judge "gotta" go for it. But as
Mumia explained to this brother,
"They do what they wanna do, man! Just 'cuz
it says something in one case, they don't have to
go by that case, man. I agree with you, that you
got a damn good argument – and you should
prevail – but I don't go for that 'gotta' rap!"

While we want to hold our oppressors publicly accountable as much as we can, these
struggles are more about highlighting inadequacies of the injustice system and agitating for others to join our struggle against capitalism and
imperialism. When we do win a legal battle, we
take it as an opportunity to build space for more
revolutionary organizing. We ultimately need
to wage a protracted, long-term struggle (that
eventually will be an armed struggle) against
this oppressive legal and economic system under which we attempt to live. In the meantime,
we agree with Mumia that "the law ain't nothing but whatta judge say the law is.” (See our
review of Mumia’s book in ULK 13.)
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The California Council has also built a treasury that we have been using to fund bonus pages in ULK. Our council has brought forth double
the amount of donations than all other California comrades during a recent 6-month period.
We recently finished a California-specific introductory letter for USW that went out to all existing members in June. We have had a slow start
but overall we have established a steady pattern
of discussion and work.

...USW

Are USW members cadre?
USW is a mass organization formed in part
by MIM line. "All correct leadership is necessarily 'from the masses, to the masses.' This
means: take the ideas of the masses (scattered
and unsystematic ideas) and concentrate them
(through study turn them into concentrated
and systematic ideas) then go to the masses
and propagate and explain these ideas until the
masses embrace them as their own, hold fast to
them and translate them into action and test the
correctness of these ideas in such action. Such is
the Marxist theory of knowledge."(1)
USW is guided by MIM(Prisons), leading
revolutionary work at their location. Accumulating experience and knowledge while engaged
in this work, many USW comrades aren't spontaneous in heading into revolutionary activity, as this would probably prove disastrous if
a comrade knows very little of what exactly
to do. For this reason MIM(Prisons) has study
cells welcoming those ready for revolutionary
theory education that is Maoist in content. There
are even advanced levels for those who wish to
continue into the ULK Writers Group, the most
advanced Maoist study cell from which stem
numerous USW comrades or cadres.
I use the term “cadre” for reasons of revolutionary language because it permits no dual
meaning in our propaganda, and I utilize Che
Guevara's definition herein:
"What is a cadre? We should state that a
cadre is an individual who has achieved sufficient political development to be able to interpret the larger directives emanating from
the central authority, make them his own, and
convey them as an orientation to the masses:
a person who at the same time also perceives
the signs manifested by the masses of their own
desires and their innermost motivations."(2)

It can be said that any well politicized USW
comrade is a cadre behind the walls as we need
not receive directives from MIM(Prisons) to
know how to organize and commit ourselves to
a campaign. Yet revolutionary learning is limitless and anyone wishing to engage in polemics
or just learn from other comrades can do so by
...Continued from page 1

either writing in to the MIM(Prisons) USW coordinator, joining a study cell run by MIM(Prisons)
or reading up on ULK and writing in.

The Statewide Council
The momentum created by USW cells
throughout California prisons has brought us
our own revolutionary council where pressing
topics are discussed, and polemics, strategizing
and other matters will be addressed. Through
discussion and the democratic process we have
passed resolutions to set the standards for USW
cells joining the council. Resolutions passed
so far include: time frames for when members
must respond to council discussions, requirements that each cell vote on each proposal and
provide justification for their votes, minimum
study requirements before a representative can
join the council, and requirements that each
USW cell with representation in the council
should put in at least 10 to 40 hours a week of
revolutionary work. i.e. study, writing articles,
making political art, etc. Cells are required to
keep track of their work and report it monthly to
build discipline.

...Yogi ture so that the oppressed were in control. Not

that occurred during those four days that we
celebrate on the September 9 Day of Peace and
Solidarity in prisons across the United $tates.
The prisoners in Attica acted in the ideals of
men like George Jackson and Hugo Pinell who
were well-respected leaders of the first wave
of the prison movement. Other states quickly
followed California's example, as conditions
across the country were similar. Jackson, Pinell
and their comrades, many who are still alive and
mourning and commemorating Yogi's death,(1,
3) always promoted unity and the interests of
all prisoners as a group. The Attica brothers
took this same philosophy to a more spectacular level, where they flipped the power struc-

long afterward, prisoners at Walpole in Massachusetts won control of that facility as a result
of the events at Attica. In both cases prisoners
worked together collectively to meet the needs
of all, peace prevailed, and spirits rose. Like a
dictatorship of the proletariat on a smaller scale,
these prisoners proved that when the oppressed
are in power conditions for all improve. And it
is historical examples like these that lead us to
believe that is the way to end oppression.
Following the incidents of August and September 1971, the Black Panther Party printed a
feature article on Hugo Pinell, who they upheld
as “a member in good standing of the Black
Panther Party.” It read in part:

Amongst our struggles behind the walls,
we will often have obstacles such as comrades
abandoning a campaign or legal battle, or who
just stop checking in to pursue personal agendas and leave behind their revolutionary work.
Our California Council and USW are a product of work and effort by politically conscious
prisoners having a strategic goal in mind, be it
anti-imperialist, shutting down control units, or
prisoner humyn rights reform. The point is that
our goals, strategic and tactical, are to struggle
through the momentum whether it's low or high!
Our focus is to work together for change and
we hope our efforts, our resolve, inspires others to join our struggle behind the walls. Our
struggle for humyn rights is a pressing issue for
the comrades suppressed in solitary confinement, so contributing to litigation campaigns
are essential but not our only venue! We need
to be organized, we need to agitate and utilize
propaganda as a tool in order to apply revolutionary practice!
We seek comrades who have a fair grasp on
revolutionary theory. No comrade needs to be
an expert, we are all still learning from each
other, our USW work, and how to concentrate
our USW branches through practice within our
revolutionary California Council.
So I can say USW Council representatives
are our cadres behind the walls, forging revolutionary discipline, education, legal assistance,
study groups, etc. If comrades get transferred to
another yard or prison we can expect them to do
the same at their new location. And we do our
work discreetly to not draw unwanted attention,
thus maintaining all within USW cell security. 
Notes:
1. Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung Vol III, pg 119.
2. Che Guevara Speaks, "Cadres for a new party."

“[Prisoners across the United States] began to realize as Comrade George Jackson
would say, that they were all a part of the prisoner class. They began to realize that there was
no way to survive that special brand of fascism
particular to California prison camps, except
by beginning to work and struggle together. Divisions, such as this one, like family feuds, often
take time to resolve. The common goal of liberation and the desire for freedom helps to make
the division itself disappear, and the reason for
its existence become clearer and clearer. The
prisoner class, especially in California, began
to understand the age-old fascist principle: if
you can divide, you can conquer.
“There are two men who were chiefly
responsible for bringing this idea to the
forefront. They helped other comrade inmates

Continued on next page..
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How to Unite with White Lumpen
by an Ohio prisoner
June 2015

The protected, favored race here at Belmont
Correctional Institution in St. Clairsville, Ohio
is black, especially Muslims. Racism is against
whites, light-skinned Hispanics, Jews, etc. A
large part of the reason for this unusual situation
is the rural nature of the prison and thus the staff
employed by the prison. The catchment area for
employees is 97% white. While it is counterintuitive that an overwhelming white staff favors black inmates, it is easily explained: they
are scared of dark skin, of people with whom
they have had little or no interaction other than
in the prison. The mainstream media's portrayal
of blacks terrifies them. Because of this fear,
blacks get a “pass” on behaviors quickly causing disciplinary action for whites, light-skinned
Hispanics, etc. The few black staff overtly favor
blacks as well. Official prison policy is "equalization" of blacks amongst the eight kennels of
272 per kennel, that insures this oppression in
every kennel.
This leads me to address the racism in ULK
... Continued from previous page

...Yogi

to transform the ideas of self-hatred and
division into unity and love common to all
people fighting to survive and retain dignity.
These two Brothers not only set this example
in words, but in practice. Comrade George
Jackson and Comrade Hugo Pinell, one Black
and one Latino, were the living examples of
the unity that can and must exist among the
prisoner class. These two men were wellknown to other inmates as strong defenders of
their people. Everyone knew of their love for
the people; a love that astounded especially the
prison officials of the State. It astounded them
so thoroughly that these pigs had to try and
portray them as animals, perverts, madmen
and criminals, in order to justify their plans
to eventually get rid of such men. For when
Comrades George and Hugo walked and
talked together, the prisoners began to get the
message too well.”(4)

Today the prison movement is in another
phase of coming together, realizing their common class interests. It is amazing that it is in this
new era of coming together that the pigs finally
murder Yogi, on the three year anniversary of
the announcement of the plans to end all hostilities across the California prisons system to unite
for common interests. This timing should be lost
on no one.
As a Nicaraguan, Yogi became hated by certain influential Mexicans in the prison system
for ignoring their orders not to hang with New
Afrikans. While the prison movement over the
last half-century has chipped away at such racism, we also know that racism is an idea that is
the product of imperialism. Until we eliminate
the oppression of nations by other nations, we
will not eliminate racism completely. But we
work hard to fight it within the oppressed and in
particular among prisoners, as Yogi, George and
others did 50 years ago.

44, that clearly contradicts point #3, "We promote a united front with all who oppose imperialism." An example is contained in the response
MIM(Prisons) gave to the article "Ohio Guards
Instigate Beating, Lock Down Prisoners as Punishment." MIM(Prisons) describes what they
call "a systematic oppression of certain nations
(New Afrikan, Chican@, First Nations) by the
nation in power (the white nation)." This is overtly racist, incorrect and divisive! Power being defined in terms of political, social and economic
power, that exploits the national and international
proletariat, the oppressors are not all white. A
thorough look at the exploitation of non-whites
by non-whites in the First World, especially in the
United States, Western and Eastern Europe and
Asia should be elaborated upon in a full article
within any upcoming issue of ULK.
Incorrectly defining the oppressor class as
white disenfranchises 100's of millions of the
oppressed "majority" in the U.S. and Europe
from the struggle rather than being inclusive. In
Dialectical Materialism, Mao said, "Because the
oppressed class [an economic class, not racial
groups] fails when it adopts the wrong plans and
In the 1950s and 1960s the racism was brutal, with nazis openly working with correctional
staff. The state used poor, uneducated whites as
the foot soldiers of their brutal system of oppression that is the U.$. injustice system. Tate
and Johnson tell stories of being terrorized with
the chants of “nigger, nigger, nigger” all night
long when they first entered the California prison system as youth.(1, 3) While we don't agree
with George Jackson's use of the term “fascist”
to describe the United $tates in his day, we do
see a kernel of truth in that description in the
prison system, and the white prisoners were often lining up on the side of the state. But the efforts of courageous leaders broke down that alliance, and leaders of white lumpen organizations
joined with the oppressed nation prisoners for
their common interests as prisoners at the height
of the prison movement in California.
We recognize the national contradiction, between the historically and predominantly white
Amerikan nation and the oppressed internal
semi-colonies, to be the principal contradiction in the United $tates today. Yet, this is often
dampened and more nuanced in the prison system. Our white readership is proportional to the
white population in prisons, and we have many
strong white supporters. So while we give particular attention to the struggles of prisoners as
it relates to national liberation movements, we
support the prison movement as a whole to the
extent that it aligns itself with the oppressed
people of the world against imperialism.
The biggest complaint among would-be prison
organizers is usually the “lack of unity.” Any potential unity is deliberately broken down through
means of threats, torture and even murder by the
state. Control units exist to keep people like Yogi
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succeeds by correcting its plans..." The wrong
plans are to divide the proletariat along racial
lines, causing the exact divisions necessary for
oppression. The correct plans include all the
proletariat; white, brown, black, yellow or purple. Only then, in unity, can there be the equality
necessary to end oppression.
MIM(Prisons) responds: MIM(Prisons) distinguishes ourselves from other groups on six key
points and this writer cites our point #3, promoting
a united front with all who oppose imperialism,
but then ignores point #4 which clearly states that
we disagree that there is a proletariat in the First
World, especially within the white nation:
“A parasitic class dominates the First World
countries. As Marx, Engels and Lenin formulated
and MIM Thought has reiterated through
materialist analysis, imperialism extracts superprofits from the Third World and in part uses this
wealth to buy off whole populations of so-called
workers. These so-called workers bought off by
imperialism form a new petty-bourgeoisie called
the labor aristocracy; they are not a vehicle
for Maoism. Those who work in the economic
interests of the First World labor aristocracy
form the mass base for imperialism's tightening
death-grip on the Third World.”
Continued on next page..

locked down for four and a half decades. Yet another wave of the prison movement is here. It is
embodied in the 30,000 prisoners who acted together on 8 July 2013, and in the 3 years of no
hostilities between lumpen organizations in the
California prison system. Right now there is nothing more important in California than pushing the
continuation of this unity. In the face of threats by
individuals to create cracks in that unity, in the face
of the murder of an elder of the movement, in order to follow through on the campaign to end the
torture of long-term isolation, in order to protect
the lives of prisoners throughout the state and end
unnecessary killings, there is nothing more important to be doing in California prisons right now
than expanding the Agreement to End Hostilities
to realize the visions of our elders like Hugo
“Yogi Bear” Pinell. 
Notes:
1. Interview with David Johnson, Block Report Radio, 14
August 2015.
2. Interview with Kiilu Nyasha, Hardknock Radio, 13 August 2015.
3. Interview with Sundiata Tate, Block Report Radio, 17 August 2015.
4. “The Black Panther Party and Hugo Pinell,” The Black
Panther, 29 November 1971 .

On “Objective” Reporting
Under Lock & Key relies on our comrades behind bars to report on conditions and events
inside prisons. We track the history and reliability of our writers and, when possible, we
double check facts in the articles. But there
will always be some facts we cannot verify before printing. Our readers are encouraged to
let us know if they have information that contradicts what they see in Under Lock & Key. Yet,
recognize that no matter how much the bourgeoisie tries to pretend, reporting is never completely objective or devoid of political content.
MIM(Prisons) will always report from the perspective of the international proletariat and
on the issues that best serve their interests.
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The quote above about systematic oppression is not "overtly racist," rather it is specifically addressing nation and not race. Certainly
"white" is a racially loaded term, and one could
argue that "Euro-Amerikan" is preferable. Yet,
“white” remains a term that people can relate
to and that often has more negative connotations among the oppressed. We want to stress
the negative and encourage the oppressed to not
identify with Amerikanism, which is the number one enemy of the world's people. We are not
encouraging people to be anti-white because of
some racial attributes (racism) but rather we are
opposing the reality of the white nation oppressing other nations (national oppression).
This letter is from a first-time reader, so
the above is old hat to our regular readers. But
what made this letter more interesting to us was
within the context of other things going on in
Ohio. We can say with certainty that what the
writer above reports is the exception to the rule
in both Ohio and throughout the United $tates
prison system. While this could just be one persyn's subjective experience, it is feasible enough
that we will assume for now that what s/he says
about New Afrikans playing the oppressor role
in Belmont is true at this time. Now let's look
at a report from a USW organizer in a different
Ohio prison:
“A lot of the individuals professing white
supremacist beliefs also contain some underlying socialist views. Whether enough of a test
to be an indicator of ‘all’ or not, i've decided to
halt attempts at developing their consciousness
at this time. i've opened up my study group to
more than a few of them, usually after they've
continued to join in open conversations over
the range. However, once they see materials
that expose Amerika as an oppressor nation
they go ‘subjective’ on me, getting extremely
defensive and also protective in claiming the
united $tates as their rightful possession.”

Our comrades at this prison have decided to
focus on single-nation organizing due to their
experiences. We want to commend both their
efforts to be open to all potential allies, as well
as their scientific approach to the situation. Taking a scientific approach requires dealing in
probability. This comrade acknowledges that h
limited experience does not prove that all white
supremacists are pro-imperialism, but that combined with our theory of the labor aristocracy
it supports a practice of focusing on organizing
New Afrikans. Clearly this single-nation strategy is not coming from a racist political line,
but a scientific assessment of national alliances
in practice. This practice will ultimately prove
more successful than if these comrades had
hidden their critique of Amerika in an effort to
unite with these white supremacists, which is
why this is a dividing-line question for us.
In some writings on the First World lumpen
we've specified that we are talking about the oppressed nation lumpen only. This is because we
see nation as the principal contradiction, leading
to the vast majority of whites allying with imperialism, even at the lowest economic classes.
In other writings we talk about uniting the im-

prisoned lumpen as a whole. This is because the
conditions of imprisonment put all nationalities
in the same position, living side-by-side, where
there is greater potential for them to recognize
their common plight. And there is history of this
being true in Ohio itself during the Lucasville
uprising, as well as in California. In both cases,
it was not just white prisoners, but the Aryan
Brotherhood who stood with oppressed nation
lumpen organizations to demand concessions
from the state. It is for this reason that in point
#3 we say, "Even imperialist nation classes can
be allies in the united front under certain conditions."
On the other hand there are countless examples of oppressed nation lumpen organizations
working against the people, even playing the
role of organizing violence in alliance with the
state, as the first writer above alludes to. This is
the dual nature of the lumpen class overall that
makes it a potentially dangerous and revolutionary class. Yet, the national contradiction in the
United $tates favors the revolutionary potential
for oppressed nation lumpen in the long run,
while making it more likely for white lumpen
to become the foot soldiers fighting for a fascist state to rise. At the same time, we believe
the probability of anti-imperialism to develop
among white prisoners to be higher than white
Amerikans in general. It is not that black=good
and white=bad in an absolute sense. It is about
percentages. And as our USW comrade found
while putting h theories into practice, while
there is a high percentage chance of white prisoners opposing the state, and even favoring
seemingly socialist ideals, there is a very low
percentage chance of them opposing Amerikan
exceptionalism and hegemony. Such people are
allies in the prison reform struggle, but rarely in
the anti-imperialist struggle.

Stand Firm With Unity join UFPP
by a Georgia prisoner
August 2015

I'm always striving for perfection and giving
the next man good advice when they're going
through shit because it's getting worse by the
day. My heart is so pure now because I don't
think for just myself; I'm doing it for the dudes
around me. I'm gonna stay at it as long as I got
life in my body because I truly understand that
unity is power and once we all conquer that then
we mastered a good thing. It's a must we stay
true to each other and move against the system
as one. By us doing that it would be brought to
the world's attention the things we go through
on this side of the gates.
The reason I have rooted myself in this idea
is dudes that have a long sentence to serve. We
must stick together to make things easy for
those types of guys and I want to make a difference so the young generation that have been
coming to the prison system can pass the unity
remedy down. The organization that I'm building is called "Stand Firm With Unity" and the
five principles of the United Front for Peace in
Prisons are planted in my heart.
1. Peace: the first step to make things perfect,
and that's something we all must have within
to show the next brother that we need that in
our heart to accomplish our goal.
2. Unity: the foundation to become one. It's very
important to move as one because it's the only
way that we will see results on making changes in the prison system that we are trapped in.
3. Growth: in order to speak wise words and show
wise action to another person we must first
make changes in our own life because the best
Continued on page 20...

Free Political Books
Under Lock & Key is free to all prisoners in the United $tates. MIM(Prisons) also
runs a Books for Prisoners Program through which we mail out political theory and
history books and magazines in exchange for political work. When you request books,
you should also tell us what work you want to do, or just send in the articles, artwork,
poetry, report on a study group you formed, etc. For many people, the easiest way to
start is by becoming a ULK Field Correspondent (write in for our Writing Tips guide).
Our Books for Prisoners Program relies on donations of books and money. If you
have any contacts on the outside who can donate to our program, or who can hook us
up with dictionaries, Mao or Lenin, or other political books, please tell them to contact
us at the address on page 1. When requesting books it is best to ask for general topic
areas and let us send you whatever we have on hand.
Some recently added titles in spiral bound format:
A History of the Chinese Cultural Revolution by Jean Daubier
Prisoners of Liberation: Four Years in a Chinese Communist Prison by Allyn and Adele Rickett
Unequal Exchange: A study of the imperialism of trade by Emmanual Arghiri
Unequal Development: essay on social formations of peripheral capitalism by Samir Amin

Some “must read” titles:
The Chinese Road to Socialism by Wheelwright and McFarlane
The Capitalist Roaders are Still on the Capitalist Road by China Study Group
The Political Economy of Counterrevolution in China: 1976-88 by Henry Park
Fundamentals of Political Economy by Shanghai Press
Settlers: The Mythology of the White Proletariat by J. Sakai
“On Contradiction” by Mao Zedong
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Mother's Day Protest Against Permanent Lockdown

hours a day getting 20 minutes, twice a week for
showers and telephone calls. I mean 20 minutes
total, to shower and use the phone, once every
3 days.

At the end of 2012, Tecumseh State Correctional Institution (Tecumseh SCI) made a
drastic change. The administration decided to
use a very poor excuse of violence to lock the
entire yard down. I believe five fights happened
in 24 hours, nobody got stabbed, cut or really
messed up. They used this as a reason to lock
the entire yard down. Everyone was only allowed to come out of their cells to eat meals,
shower, and make one phone call per day. After
months of this and many grievances, day room
time became available, but any outside facilities
like gym, ball courts, or ball field were slowly
added on a rotating schedule. One hour you
could go to the gym with your unit, then come
right back; a couple days later maybe an hour
at the ball fields then back. We no longer were
confined only to our cells but could pretty much
be in the day rooms all day except of course
during count. Eventually it shifted to let us use
the recreational facilities once per day, like ball
field on Monday, gym on Tuesday, ball courts
on Wednesday, ball field on Thursday and so on.

Down here in the hole we live better than the
people on the yard. We get at minimum 3 showers a week and at minimum mini yard (an open
air cell-sized space) 5 days a week. I assume I
will be down here for a few years, hell a simple
fist fight (my first in the prison) back in 2012
landed me 13 months in isolation. This one's
gonna be years. And I'm not the only one. Some
240 people are getting charged. I don't even
know how many of us are now stuck in the hole
but we won't be going anywhere any time soon.

by a Nebraska prisoner
July 2015

Recently they started a "wellness league" in
which people who stay out of the hole for one
year, and refrain from misconduct reports for
6 months to a year could be allowed to "walk
the yard" for a few hours each day. This sounds
good but there are administration loopholes.
Like if their snitches got in a fight and went
to the hole, as soon as the snitch got out of the
hole they would be back out walking while the
other person would be in the hole another half
year and then have to wait another year just
to be qualified to be on "wellness league." Of
course any petty write-up would keep you off
wellness league, and it was a cold day in hell if
any homies could make it onto wellness league.
And everyone else not on wellness league was
stuck on dayroom and could access a "mini
yard" attached to their building which was
basically a fenced in half basketball court.
That was life for a while.
Well Mother's Day this
year the shit hit the fan. A
last minute non-violent
protest was set in motion. I say last minute
because if a protest
has any planning here
the yard gets locked
down cause snitches
tell administration. So
the protest started,
simple
walking
around the yard refusing to lock down
until our petitions and
major complains were
heard. However near
the start of this a few
prisoners got into it
with a couple pigs. Of
course we all complied
when they said "get

down." We cooperated when asked to show our
IDs and when we were told we could get up we
got up and continued marching to our protest.
Some protesters got locked in the gym so a
plan to break them out to join the protest was set
in motion. A short while later staff fired a live
round with no warning into our group, going
through one captive and hitting my good friend,
and they both fell onto me. Our group was totally shocked. No chemical agents were used
first, no "less than lethal," no pepperballs, and
the guy who had the shot go through him was
bleeding bad. We put a tourniquet on his wound
to slow the bleeding, then as one huge group we
carried him to medical, left him in front of medical and moved halfway across the yard so they
would come out and get him.
Once he was safe the tension broke, the call
went out, and the prison literally started to burn.
Every single faction was on the same team, us
versus the pigs. Staff got chased to the tower,
everything that could be burned was burned,
bulletproof glass burned, fences came undone,
people got shot with less-than-lethal and lethal
ammunition alike; only one more live round was
fired that I know of. The entire prison banded
together, offices burned, treatment files burned,
office desks burned. If the glass couldn't be broken it was melted to allow access for other captives. We had total control of a whole housing
unit, the gym, and half of another housing unit.
We had the facility until the next morning when
finally we surrendered.
Now, for the press, the administration is trying to say this was planned for months, because
it was so exact in its execution, and that we
burned down walls only to get "targeted
individuals". Yeah right, they are saying we did all this so we could get two
people? How ridiculous!
Our new director is from the Washington state prison system. He is the only
one with a clear head. He
says (in a memo sent to
the whole prison) that
he couldn't believe we
didn't do this sooner
with the lockdown and
all, and never in his
life has he seen such
unity to get something
like this done. The
warden and even the
governor now believe
that the facility should
permanently stay on
lockdown, forever, allowing at most minimal
day room time and mini
yard time if you qualify
for wellness league. Everyone else is to remain
locked 2 per cell (was
3 per cell for a while
until housing unit 2 became livable again) for 24

MIM(Prisons) responds: Prisons in the United
$tates are populated with an inherent contradiction. As tools of social control targeting oppressed nation lumpen, the people locked up
are easily shown the need for resistance and organizing against the criminal injustice system.
Especially when the conditions of confinement
are persuasion in the very nature of their torture. The powder keg of oppression and abuse
in many lockdown units is easily set off when
people get together to turn their anger and pain
into resistance. This contradiction between the
imperialists' desire to control oppressed nations,
and the actual conditions of confinement breeding resistance is just one example of how oppression creates conditions for social change.
Protests like this one in Nebraska are steps
forward in unity and resistance. But as this
comrade describes, no real change resulted, and
the active folks are now in long-term isolation.
As revolutionaries we need to figure out how
to turn the righteous anger of the masses into
organized protests that can help achieve meaningful change. Sometimes in prison we won't
get anything more than a bit of publicity and a
temporary outlet for anger, but we can do some
things to increase the chances for success. This
starts with building unity and educating people
well before actions are initiated. We can run
study groups behind bars, discussing the basics
of political theory and then applying what is
learned to conditions in the prison. And we need
to build independent media to report on actions
in prison from the perspective of the prisoners,
so that we don't leave it to the pigs to interpret
our actions to the public as "riots." This preliminary work will also help with follow-up after a
protest. Even if something like what this writer
describes is set off spontaneously, it will be important to have discipline and unity both during
and after the action if we're going to effect any
change within the system.
And for revolutionaries it is important that
we help people see that we won't ever win this
battle until we dismantle the criminal injustice
system entirely. We need to draw the connection between the prison system and imperialism.
While our current work focuses on prisons, we
can't lose sight of the system that is behind the
criminal injustice. Our education work needs to
include these connections as we help raise the
awareness of all potential future protesters and
revolutionaries.
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Growth and Challenges: Summing Up MIM(Prisons) 2015 Congress
by MIM(Prisons)
July 2015

MIM(Prisons)'s 2015 congress was marked
by some major successes and growth in our
work over the past year. We reached our goal
from 2013 of doubling Under Lock & Key subscribers; helped write and edit Chican@ Power
and the Struggle for Aztlán; and we took up the
Strugglen Artists Association project and collected and distributed some great art both behind bars and on the streets. We have continued
to support and build prisoner education, running
both beginner and advanced correspondence
study groups, sending in many political magazines and books, and supporting more than 30
prisoner-led study groups. Our focus in the coming year will be in building on these successes:
mass distribution of the Chican@ Power book,
expanding prisoner-led study groups, and building more United Struggle from Within (USW)led campaigns.
All of this project-based work remains focused on our primary goal: serving the oppressed
in prisons within the United $tates, while working from the vantage point of the Third World
proletariat. We recognize that imperialism is
the number one enemy of the majority of the
world's people, and we are fighting from within
the belly of the beast in the advanced stage of
imperialism, where the majority of the people
living within U.$. borders have been bought
off with the spoils of capitalist profits. This
petty-bourgeois population does not support our
revolutionary organizing, and we cannot rely on
them for the finances or labor needed to keep
this struggle moving forward. So we focus our
public opinion building on prisoners, who have
a lot to gain from an end to Amerikkkan imperialism.

Growth and Finances
Over the past year we have seen a 70%
growth in our Under Lock & Key (ULK) subscribers. But with this success comes the new
challenge of paying for the increased printing
and mailing costs. The overall cost to send out
ULK is up 60% in July 2015 compared with July
2014. Subscriber funding of ULK increased by
64% over the same period, a very good trend,
but all of that money went towards the cost of
the 4 extra pages we printed in issues 39, 42,
and this issue. We need your help to keep up
with new subscriptions! In addition to spreading the word, sharing your ULK with others, and
encouraging everyone to get their own subscription, we need donations of stamps and checks
whenever possible. (Tell us if you want to send
a check so we can send you instructions.)

Opportunistic Internationalism
In 2013 we initiated the Strategic Confidence
section in ULK. When this section was launched
our editor wrote:
"One important piece of our strategic orientation is the strategic confidence we have from

our global class analysis. Basically, our analysis says that the vast majority of the world's
people, a solid 80%, will benefit materially
from an end to imperialism. This is why we believe anti-imperialism is destined for success.
Subjectively, this can be important to keep in
mind in an environment surrounded by class
enemies or by those with bourgeois consciousness. ... One way i plan to expand the international connections we make is to have a section
in each issue to print news snippets on events
from the Third World that demonstrate determined resistance and a broad class consciousness that is opposed to imperialism. We hope
that our readers find inspiration in this information that you probably aren't getting from
other news sources."

In the course of writing these articles we
realized that including information highlighting struggles in other parts of the world without
going into details and analysis of the situation
leads us towards opportunism. It is easy to put
out information about people taking actions
against their government, but if we fail to investigate the underlying situation in those countries
we can end up supporting imperialism rather
than national liberation. A good example of this
is our article on Burkina Faso printed in ULK
41.(1) While we uphold the people's protests
against exploitation and oppression, we can't
superficially uphold their President's push into
exile only to be replaced by a military leader.
The situation is too complex to be summed up
in a couple sentences, as it was in our Strategic Confidence feature as we prepared to go to
print. Fortunately we caught this error and expanded the article before publication.
To correct this error we are re-orienting the
international content in ULK to include at least
one internationally-focused article in each issue,
which includes more depth of analysis about the
situation/region. In these international articles
we will favor topics that lend themselves to
strategic confidence by highlighting resistance
struggles against imperialism. It should also be
noted that the international content in ULK was
of higher quantity and quality over the previous year largely thanks to a number of United

Struggle from Within writers. So we call on
their continued efforts to help us meet this goal.

United Struggle from Within
This year we saw tremendous growth in our
Texas subscribers, many of whom learned about
MIM(Prisons) through the Texas Activist Pack
that was created by comrades behind bars. The
Texas Activist Pack was put together to help
prisoners in that state fight a variety of abuses
including the medical co-pay, the indigent mail
restrictions and the baseless denials of grievances. This shows us that concretely addressing
prisoners' day-to-day struggles is an important
way to expand our audience while getting vital organizing tools into the hands of folks who
need them. People who get in touch for these
resources are staying active with MIM(Prisons)
at almost the same rate as those who write directly to get ULK or otherwise get involved in
our work.
We want to take this lesson from Texas and
apply it to other states by working with USW
comrades to build activism packs specific to
the needs of prisoners in each state. This will
require knowledge about the local struggles and
challenges, and work to create resources to help
address these problems. In some states like Florida this might be focused on censorship as one
of the biggest problems we are fighting there,
while in Georgia we know the tier system is a
problem that overshadows the lives of everyone
locked up in that state. However, we want to be
careful not to assume that the biggest problem in
a state is the one that we can target with activism packs. These should be potentially winnable
battles, around which, through education and
distribution of resources, we can have a real impact on the lives of our comrades. Get in touch
with us if you have ideas about or can help create a campaign for your state. 
Note:
1. MIM(Prisons), "Burkina Faso Replaces one Dictator with Another," Under Lock & Key No. 41, November 2014.

Strugglen Artists Association Call for Propaganda Workers
by a California prisoner
August 2015

California prisoners can buy greeting cards
from their facility canteen. They cost $1 and
come with commercial messages of: birthday
(female), birthday (juvenile), birthday (general),
I love you, thinking of you, blank, missing you,
and the current holiday. Prisoners must have an
active trust account of course, and the message
rarely varies from capitalist definitions.
As a counter to this messaging, the Strugglen
Artists Association (SAA) has emerged as a culture
project of United Struggle from Within. Through
the SAA prisoners can send out unique messages
that reflect the transformation they've made from
parasites to productive people and leaders.

I displayed the Chican@ greeting cards at
the last dayroom with a few Chican@ prisoners
who i read the bible with (illustrating Christ as a
socialist :) ). They were impressed and the entire
ten cards I laid out are spoken for; just have to
collect the stamps!
MIM(Prisons) adds: The above report comes
from a Propaganda Worker of the Strugglen
Artists Association (SAA). The job of a Propaganda Worker is to spread revolutionary culture
amongst those at their locale, and help fundraise
for the cultural arm of the SAA. At the time of
our July 2015 Congress, the SAA had raised $44
on top of the expenses to run the project! These
funds are slotted to be used to expand the SAA.
Continued on next page..
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Torture Continues: CDCR Settlement Screws Prisoners
by Wiawimawo of MIM(Prisons)
September 2015

It's been over a week since we got the news
on the settlement of Ashker v. Brown.(1) For a
case that is so central to what we do as an organization we've taken our time to respond.
We've read and re-read the legal documents and
listened to the celebratory news coverage of the
settlement. Yet our reaction remains the same,
deep disappointment.
The settlement is a victory for the California
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation
(CDCR), and it knocks out one of the three main
legs of the campaign to shut down the SHU –
the courts (the other two being public opinion
and prisoners organized around their own interests). This case had a lot of the known antiisolation lawyers and some influential long-time
SHU prisoners behind it. It was an alliance that
will be tough to beat any time soon.
The Maoist Internationalist Movement,
along with many other organizations, has spent
decades campaigning for the end to long-term
isolation in U.$. prisons. We have long countered the public who question us with, "what
is your proposed alternative?" with the simple
answer, "not torturing people." Ending longterm isolation in U.$. prisons would be a simple
reform that unites the lowest common denominator of prison reformers. Almost everyone agrees
we should end torture, and that is reflected in the
ongoing movement to do so. It is only the fascistleaning cop-lovers and state bureaucrats that oppose the call. Actually, in many states the state
bureaucrats support ending long-term isolation.
Yet through all the years of struggle here in
California, somehow the CDCR has succeeded
in painting the ending of torture as the extreme
option, with the recent settlement as the sensible
compromise. But they are wrong: the extreme
option is overthrowing the state and replacing
it with one run by the oppressed, where the real
killers and exploiters are imprisoned and taught
how to live collectively with other humyn beings, not thrown in isolation. Ending torture
in prisons is the most basic, sweeping reform
...Continued from previous page

...Propaganda

Building revolutionary culture is an important task for our movement. We know that even
after a successful socialist revolution the people
won't instantly learn to be selfless and automatically focused on serving the best interests of
society. It will take many years to counter the
reactionary culture of imperialism even after the
economic system has been revolutionized. We
saw this in the long struggle of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (GPCR) in China,
which mobilized people to attack leaders who
were using positions of power for personal gain.
A new bourgeoisie was forming within the party, and the GPCR was an ideological attempt to
defeat it. The cultural work we do today is part
of the broader cultural revolution that will extend into the construction of socialism.

that would actually
improve the conditions in U.$. prisons.

According
to
the New York Times,
prison directors have
become more supportive of reducing the use
of solitary confinement
after a man who spent 8
years in isolation was released in 2013 and went
to the house of Colorado's
prison chief, Tom Clements,
and shot him dead.(2) Yet reducing the number of people in
long-term isolation only serves to
extend the life of its practice as it
affects less people and there is less
outrage. This reduction also suggests that some people still deserve to
be tortured. That is why MIM(Prisons) has
never supported measures to get only certain
groups out of long-term isolation.
The Ashker settlement has been heralded as
"effectively ending indefinite long-term solitary
confinement" and "setting strict limits on the
prolonged isolation of inmates." Yet in the actual settlement we read,
"CDCR shall not house any inmate within
the SHU at Pelican Bay State Prison for more
than 5 continuous years. Inmates housed in the
Pelican Bay SHU requiring continued SHU
placement beyond this limitation will be transferred from the Pelican Bay SHU to another
SHU facility within CDCR, or to a 180-design
facility at Pelican Bay. Inmates who have previously been housed in the Pelican Bay SHU for
5 continuous years can only be returned to the
Pelican Bay SHU if that return has been specifically approved by the Departmental Review
Board and at least 5 years have passed since
the inmate was last transferred out of the Pelican Bay SHU."

That's it! That's the extent of the "strict" limitations on long-term isolation in California. So
if you're in another SHU, or Ad-Seg or some
You don't have to be an artist to help spread
revolutionary culture; you can sign up to be a
Propaganda Worker. We have blank greeting
cards with revolutionary images; bookmarks
with themes of spreading peace and overcoming
drug addiction and alcoholism; coloring book
pages to help reach children and illiterate folks,
and to provide a creative outlet for those who do
better with color than lines; and small posters to
remind us to stay focused on a correct vision.
MIM(Prisons) is not selling these items outright; we are only sending them out in small
bulk packages to be used as organizing tools.
We know our subscribers have lots of skills for
hawking and hustling. So why not put those
skills to good use for the communist movement
against all oppression? Write in for more info on
how to become a Propaganda Worker.
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other unnamed long-term isolation situation,
which about 14,000 of the over 15,000 in isolation in California are, there are no limits.(3)
If you're in Pelican Bay you must move to another SHU after 5 years. Five years later you can
come back. Alternatively, you could spend 4.5
years in Pelican Bay, 2 months out, then go in
for another 4.8 years, and on like that for the rest
of your life. Does this really address the Eighth
Amendment claim by the plaintiffs of cruel
and unusual punishment? The length often
cited for having serious mental affects on
humyns is in the range of 15 to 30 days!
Now with the new Step Down
Program prisoners are supposed to
have a way to return to "a general
population setting within three
or four years." So the class of
prisoners being represented
in this case, those who
have been in the SHU
for ten or more continuous years, are being
addressed
adequately
according to those who
agreed to this settlement.
But even moving forward
there are exceptions for Administrative SHU
Status, allowing people to be held as long as
CDCR deems necessary.
There is one progressive concession given in
the settlement: "CDCR shall not place inmates
into a SHU, Administrative Segregation, or Step
Down Program solely on the basis of their validation status." Additionally, "CDCR shall modify its Step Down Program so that it is based
on the individual accountability of each inmate
for proven STG [security threat group] behavior, and not solely on the inmate's validation
status or level of STG affiliation." Finally, as
a result of an ending to the indeterminate SHU
sentences for prisoners "validated" as members
of prison gangs, in the next year "CDCR shall
review the cases of all validated inmates who
are currently in the SHU as a result of... an indeterminate term that was previously assessed
under prior regulations..."
This addresses the Fourteenth Amendment
claim that the CDCR was violating due process
with the validation system and the use of group
punishment, at least somewhat. As we saw a
couple years ago, the new STG policy actually
opened up STG charges to a wider range of organizations than was covered by the previous
validation system. The supposed upside is that
the rules require actual STG behavior by the individual to justify placing someone in SHU, not
just association. Yet, in the new SHU Term Assessment Chart we see that "Recruiting inmates
to become an STG affiliate" is a SHU punishable offense.
As mentioned above, this settlement seems
to eliminate the judicial strategy of ending
solitary confinement in California for the near
future. But it also strikes a huge blow against the
strongest leg we have to stand on, the collective
organizing of prisoners. Turns out, under the
Continued on page 15...
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Under Lock & Key is the main organizing tool of United Struggle from
Within (USW). This page details some of the active campaigns that USW
is involved in. Those who want to push the revolutionary struggle forward from behind bars should get involved with USW by working on
these campaigns, or initiating their own.

Spread Under Lock & Key

Two years ago we were circulating a list of goals for USW, one being to double
subscribers to ULK. Two years later, we have reached this goal! A combination
of efforts led to this success: comrades passing ULK around in their facility;
sending us sign-up lists of new subscribers; getting ads in other prisoner publications; and doing organizing work that attracts attention of the imprisoned
masses. Let’s double it again!
A basic task you can do for USW is get people to subscribe to ULK. It is free
for U.$. prisoners! A very effective method is to ask other prison publications
to run free ads for Under Lock & Key and MIM(Prisons)’s Free Political Books
for Prisoners Program. The ad could say something like “MIM is a revolutionary anti-imperialist group fighting criminal injustice, and helping prisoners to
organize and educate themselves. Sends free political books and dictionaries,
offers a free subscription to their newspaper Under Lock & Key, and runs correspondence study courses. Write to MIM(Prisons) for a free subscription.” Be
sure to include our contact info from page 1.
If you know someone who likes this newsletter, have them write to get their
own subscription. People are moved all the time and it’s better to get in contact
when our address is available than to lose your one contact who got it.

Expand Study Groups

To start a study group in your area, you can simply discuss this issue of ULK.
Choose what to study next based on what concepts interest you from your
discussion. Send us periodic reports on what you’ve been studying, and we’ll
send you plenty of literature to delve into. We can also help get the reading
materials through the mail to your comrades if needed. As you study, you can
compile study questions to create a study pack for future groups who want to
study the same material. MIM(Prisons) runs Maoist study groups, but an inpersyn group may be better for those whose mail from us is being censored, or
to reach people who wouldn’t join our group.

Texas Activists stand up!

There are a few campaigns building in Texas, and we’ve put together all the
information and help guides into a Texas Activist Pack. This is a large pack
of info, so if you can send in a donation for it, that will help offset the cost to
print and mail it out. The current active campaigns are a protest against the
limitation of 5 indigent letters per month; combatting the deadly heat; and the
petition to ensure our grievances are addressed. Recently the TDCJ made a
move to remove the grievance manual from all law libraries. All Texas prisoners should get this information, share it with others, and write reports for ULK
on their progress with the campaigns. Ask for it!

We Demand Our Grievances are Addressed
If you are experiencing problems with your grievance process, such as delays,
unanswered grievances, or harassment, you should join this campaign. Petitions are available for Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
Kansas, Montana, Nevada, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, and Texas. Write in to get the petition for your state. If your prison’s policies allow, give stamps or envelopes to your comrades inside to mail out the
petition. If you can’t make your own copies, then tell us why and we can send
you extras. Remember, you need to send them out to the administrators and
politicians yourself. MIM(Prisons) doesn’t have the resources to mail out the
petitions for you.
Spread This Campaign - If your state is not currently covered by the grievance campaign, but you are experiencing a similar problem, volunteer to rewrite the petition to work for your state.

Funding NEeded to expand ULK

This issue of ULK contains 4 bonus pages, which was entirely funded by donations from our subscribers. We still need you to contribute if you can, otherwise

eventually we will have to reduce how much ULK we are able to send out! At
MIM(Prisons)’s July Congress we set a goal of having future issues of ULK
funded 10% by subscriber donations! A donation is stamps or a money order
that’s not intended for some other resource such as the Texas Activist Pack,
political books, or the Strugglen Artists Association. Any payment that comes
to us without an explicit reason is considered a donation to expand Under
Lock & Key. We are going to continue to track donations we receive, and in
future issues we will report on how much of the issue was funded by prisoner
donations.

FIGHT CENSORSHIP

Everyone should be sure to send MIM(Prisons) copies of your censorship
documents for denied issues of ULK and other mail from MIM Distributors.
You should always appeal censorship of mail from us!

Become a ULK Field Correspondent

For the print version of ULK, we look for news and articles with theoretical
and anti-imperialist content. We also want to feature articles that show how
people have organized against these conditions, and not just document them.
MIM(Prisons) offers resources and opportunities to help you develop as a
writer, including a Writing Guide and, for those who complete some of our
study courses and become regular contributors to ULK, a ULK Writing Group.
If you’ve written us a letter, then you have all the skills you need to become
a ULK Field Correspondent. When reporting on conditions, details are good,
but keep it short. Not only does someone have to type all these articles, but
remember that it is not your one report that’s gonna make a difference; it is
the accumulation of reporting from across the country and the connections we
make between those struggles. So leave room for others to tell their stories,
which strengthens your own.
Due to space restrictions, many of the reports we get don’t make it into ULK.
Instead they are available on our website, which serves as an archive tracking
the behavior of prison staff over years. This is part of our scientific method,
collecting empirical data in the field. When you complain about some pig
throwing your mail in the trash and people don’t listen because they think it
was probably just an accident, we have documentation of hundreds of “accidents” by the same staff, proving that it was no accident at all. Your reports
back up others’ reports.
Many prisoners write about the horrible things happening to them with the
mindset that once the outside world finds out, their problems will be over and
the perpetrators punished. This expectation is a myth, and to resolve these
problems we need a long-term organizing strategy. But it is still important to
report on conditions through ULK.
Planned themes for upcoming issues:
47 - commemoration of everyday freedom fighters - Send in an account of a
freedom fighter who has inspired you to get involved in politics. We encourage you to think about the prisoners who have affected you in a positive way,
including those who haven’t written books or received media attention. Let’s
celebrate all freedom fighters and strive to be freedom fighters ourselves!
48 - religion

Shut Down Control Units

Control units are used as a tool of political repression to alienate and torture
anyone who works for change from within prisons. In the past few years, there
have been mass prisoner protests against control units in California, Georgia,
and other states across the country.
Control units can be generally described as: Permanently designated prisons, or cells in prisons, that lock prisoners in solitary confinement for 22 or
more hours a day with no congregate dining, exercise or other services, and
virtually no programs for prisoners. Prisoners are placed in control units for
extended periods of time.
We have the most complete data on control units available online at the
website below. Help keep it updated by writing to MIM(Prisons) at the address
on page 1 to get a survey for your state.
Spread “Unlock the Box” DVD - Let your contacts on the outside know about
this important 2 hour documentary on long-term isolation cells and the struggle
to abolish them. Send them to the website: www.abolishcontrolunits.org/movie
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Agreement to End Hostilities in CA: 3 Year Status Update
by MIM(Prisons)
September 2015

This spring we sent out a request to all California USW supporters to give us updates on
the status of the Agreement to End Hostilities
(AEH) at their prison. This status report has
been overshadowed by the murder of Hugo
"Yogi Bear" Pinell on August 12 at New Folsom
Prison.(See page 1) Here is a report on the incident from one comrade:
"Today at around 1:00 p.m., with the help
of police provocateur agents a riot ignited on
B-Yard with numerous inmates involved and I
regret deeply with anger and rage to inform you
all that a true Black man by the name of Hugo
Pinell was murdered by not only white inmates,
but police as well. It was stirring up for weeks
before the incident occurred that violence was to
take place and Hugo was definitely the target!
“The prison officials mockingly placed information directly to reporters/media about
Hugo's past as far back as the 1970s, and how
he dealt with pigs or whatnot. He's a human
being who was (unjustly and spinelessly) murdered by agents and their spies. Only two warning shots were fired and while numerous stabbings were taking place no officers were hurt.
“I know that Babylon and their stool pigeons been waiting to take down someone of
Hugo's caliber, so it's not a secret. These cowards murdered this man. We must make our
society aware of the fact that as incarcerated
warriors of the struggle, we as a people are
subjected to every form of torture, rape, mental anguish, murder/assassination at any given
moment still to this day."

Another comrade at California State Prison Sacramento (aka New Folsom) wrote more recently to explain his interpretation of what happened:
"The most profound and logical explanation
is the most evaded and overlooked, and that is
the whole situation is said to be orchestrated
by Correctional Officers in retaliation for the
animosity that they (COs) had towards the
brother over historical incidents dating back to
the days of Convict vs. Tyrant COs... As hard as
it is to foster a thought, that the guards are the
bad guys amongst the bad guys (civilian thinking about prisoners) it is the actual, logical and
only real answer."

The comrade goes on to describe a series of
abuses being faced at New Folsom. A couple
weeks before Hugo's assassination, a third comrade at New Folsom told us,
"I see prisoners pass through here for needed medical attention who come from other yards.
One of the "primary" signatories to the AEH,
one of the primary leaders, has been released
from the dungeon some time ago who has been
here in the facility, and yet, despite his presence
and authority, I have seen a semi-steady flow
of camaradas pass through here after having
been viciously stabbed. The latest one was both
stabbed and sliced up with a box cutter."

This comrade called on politically conscious prisoners to acknowledge that the success of the AEH as
it is being portrayed does not correlate with concrete
reality, and that we must address this reality.

Despite this reality that there was a series of
conflicts leading up to Hugo's murder, the outpouring of calls for both justice and continuing
to build unity among all prisoners are coming
in from across the state. This is a disciplined
response, where the prisoners in California are
thinking strategically about how to react to this
tragedy. That in itself is no small feat, which
should be recognized.
We received a call from a comrade of the
New Afrikan Black Panther Party - Prison
Chapter down south, who represented some
older brothers there. We also heard back from
a comrade we quoted in our last update on the
AEH in ULK 42, from January 2015. His story
of O.G.'s building with youngsters in a bus ride
from Pelican Bay caught many people's attention. He wrote on 13 August 2015,
"I had written to you in October 2014
about... how the [AEH] project was going so
well, and now this... We have achieved so much
with methods of non-violence amongst the prisoner population... The core reps must meet at
the round table to find a solution."

A comrade writing from Calipatria had a
similar analysis to those above, with a more or
less positive spin on the status of the AEH,
"Having been around the system and noting
that the same process of targeted assassination
by people whom correctional staff feel that they
can use to try and spark a breakdown in the
Agreement to End Hostilities. They are used
and in this case it is only obvious that prisoncrats had involvement in selecting a target of
such renown that it was figured that riots would
occur all across the state. The idea was kicked
around and so far in most cases sobriety of consciousness have been maintained.
"Isolated incidents have occurred that could
have blown up into mass conflicts, but the plots
by agent provocateurs have become obvious to
some prisoners. They strive to have us going at
each other in manufactured proxy wars so that
prisoncrats could justifiably perform acts that
cannot otherwise be officially sanctioned.
"The significance of the murder of Hugo
(Yogi) Pinell is not lost on prisoners of conscious whose main question tends to be: With
all the history, how was the plot allowed to be
accomplished when there should not have been
a single prisoner unaware of his presence and
of his significance to all prisoners? Men of consciousness can reflect on the teachings of Sun
Tzu relative to knowing the tactics and practices of the enemy...
"Prisoncrats without a doubt recognize that
the introduction of non-violent protests by other
means have opened the eyes of prisoners who
assumed that the only way to obtain results
were by violent means. I suspect that “race”
is not as viable an instrument of power among
the prison population as a result of the AEH,
throwing a wrench into the works of the prisoncrats. So we must be aware that they will not
limit themselves to one tactic to try to create
new conflicts along various divisions."

So while the reaction to Hugo's death could
have been a lot worse, there is a lot of work
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ahead to learn from this, as we address the injustice that occurred and strengthen the prison
movement moving forward.
We got reports from several other prisons on
the status of the AEH, and we hope comrades
keep sending in their reports. From Corcoran,
we received:
"I'm here in the COR SHU 1L building, which
is considered the short corridor. We New Afrikan
Revolutionary Nationalists (NARN) have placed
our ads in the many news outlets (SF Bayview,
Turning the Tide, Prison Focus, The Rock, PHSS
Newsletter) informing all that the New Afrikan
Revolutionary Nationalism (NARN) Collective
Think Tank (NCTT) in Corcoran SHU's mission
statement is the agreement to end all hostilities,
and as far as we know it's being honored everywhere that's received its message. It is our only
hope at obtaining our political objectives in this
struggle if we all come across the racial lines and
bring about a mass united front as we did with
the hunger strikes to show our solidarity hasn't
changed. On the 4B yard (where I am) we hear
that all the building's inmates are programming together, as in exercising on the yard in the cages and
looking out for one another with basic necessities,
as much as we can do in the SHU."

A newer comrade, from a different building in 4B at Corcoran had just got information
about September 9 organizing, and jumped into
action. However, he laments,
"We are the ones who divide ourselves in
this place. In this SHU we are integrated with
general population (GP) inmates as well as
those in protective custody (PC). By in-house
politics, GP inmates are not to communicate
or interact with those on PC status and needless to say the limitations of being locked down
only limits our conversing with those few in our
pods.”

This just demonstrates that even getting the
full picture of what's going on at one prison requires more reports from the ground. But it is
safe to say that there are still divisions preventing
basic communication, which is a barrier to the
goals of the AEH. No one expected a declaration
of peace to just be verbally accepted and automatically translate into action. Building peace is
a process, and the first step is crossing barriers
that have no useful basis. Then we can expose
the more serious contradictions that require more
effort and creativity to really address.
A comrade in Pelican Bay reported on the
status to the AEH, and plans for September 9:
"As we're all aware, in order for the end
to hostilities to become a reality, all prisoners
should promote it or encourage it to other prisoners who are just arriving to the system. In my
location (Pelican Bay SHU), all have adhered
to ‘ending hostilities’ even though it's been evident the pigs have tried to crack it by putting
certain prisoners in compromising circumstances, such as opening the wrong cell when
one comes back from yard. It's done in a manner that's obvious. I've witnessed this happen at
least 3 times in a year, but with no incidents as
all are adhering to the AEH!
“Although September 9 is a historical day
Continued on page 15...
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Initial Report from September 9 Day of Peace and Solidarity
by MIM(Prisons)
September 2015

9 September 2015 marked the fourth annual
Day of Peace and Solidarity in prisons throughout the United $tates. This is an opportunity for
us to commemorate the anniversary of the Attica
uprising and draw attention to abuse of prisoners across the country. The demonstration was
initiated in 2012 by an organization participating in United Front for Peace in Prisons (UFPP)
and has been taken up as an annual UFPP event,
with people committing to participate in prisons
across the country. Activities vary, from peaceful resistance and fasting to study groups and
educational events. Some observe the event
alone due to their confinement conditions and
some take this opportunity to organize with others.
This demonstration is focused on the UFPP
principles of peace and unity: We organize to
end the needless conflicts and violence among
prisoners, and we strive to unite with those who
have a common interest in fighting the oppression of the criminal injustice system. On this
one day we call on all prisoners to take up these
principles and cease all prisoner-on-prisoner
hostilities, and use the day for solidarity building and education.
While we don't organize for just one day of
peace and unity, this day of action expands awareness and broadens our base of support to build for
peace and unity year round. In this way we build
from smaller campaigns to broader goals and ultimately to a movement that can stand up against
the entire criminal injustice system.
We have already received reports from a
number of September 9 participants, which are
summarized here. Look for more reports in upcoming issues of Under Lock & Key.
Comrades in Arkansas commemorated the
day by joining USW and committing to stepping
up their work in the coming year:
“Happy Day of Peace and Solidarity! Today
my comrades and I celebrated by eating a chili
spread and discussing the many ailments that
plague prisoners as a result of our confinement.
We also discussed the ways we might non-coercively combat the prison establishment from
within. That is no easy task because at the first
sign of unity the pigs are quick to lock us up and
separate us. Not that we have much to lose considering we are being housed on administrative
segregation (23 hour lock down).
“We decided to name our study group
CRASH or Crazy Revolutionaries Against Social Hierarchy. We thought it fitting to name
ourselves on this day to commemorate Attica.
We would also like to join USW. We absolutely
agree with all 6 points of MIM(Prisons) and
would like to join other like-minded individuals
and take a more active role in helping unify the
oppressed against imperialism. All power to the
people and let burn the renewing flames of the
communist revolution!”

In Louisiana a new comrade devoted the day

to serious study and fasting:

“I am writing to inform you that because of
knowledge I received by reading Under Lock &
Key I participated in my first commemoration
of the September 9 Day of Peace and Solidarity movement. Six months ago I was unaware
such a movement even existed, especially since
I was first exposed to the tragedy in, or rather
at, Attica in the late 90s – the same time I was
first introduced to the Souljah George. The organization I was/am a part of already in our
protocols recognized Black August. But the
September 9 movement was unknown to us.
“Even though I hadn't heard of the movement I still responded to your call to arms. I
fasted from solid food the entire day and only
had one cup of water after sundown. I also, after each prayer (as I am a conscious and conscientious Muslim), reread articles from ULK
and expounded upon them to my neighbor who,
incidentally, is the guy who was involved in the
failed judicial lynching attempt of Lil Boosie.
“I also revisited The Wretched of the Earth
by Fanon with particular emphasis on the preface written by Jean-Paul Sartre. And although
it is a scathing denunciation of European imperialism/colonialism and a concise treatise
advocating, or rather understanding, the use of
violence to uproot that system, I still believe it
was appropriate reading for the commemoration of this day. For as we know, the overall
goal you wish to achieve and those I am aligned
with will not be a peaceful act in the traditional
sense of the word. The forces of capitalism will
not go quietly into that good night."

In Michigan one organizer is spreading information about this history of Attica and the
September 9 Day:
"I've been talking to a lot of prisoners about
the September 9 Day of Peace and Solidarity
but a lot of prisoners knew nothing about the
Attica uprising by the comrades against the injustice department of corruption of the DOCs
across the country. I myself fast on September
9 for the remembrance of the fallen comrades,
but the majority of prisoners in the Michigan
DOC played games, watched TV, and talked
shit about the ‘new private food services trinity.’ But they aren't for peace and solidarity."

While this comrade found most prisoners
wasting time, the seeds of discontent are there
with their discussions about the food service.
These seeds can be nurtured with education and
organizing to build a core devoted to peace and
solidarity.
A comrade at the California Health Care Facility wrote in advance of the date about plans:
"For September 9 this year my comrades
and I are organizing a hunger strike to make the
pigs start cleaning our unit. We live in a controlled unit that doesn't allow porters, leaving
the cleaning up to the pigs or custodians. But
they never do it so we are forced to live in filth.”

On September 10 we received the following
update from this same comrade:
“Update on my September 9 hunger strike:
The pigs conceded and cleaned the unit. On

top of that I had 15 copies made of the grievance campaign petition and had two comrades
join me in flooding the listed offices with them.
I provided the postage for them all since they
are stingy with the indigent envelopes here. I
also led a small group in which we went over
the history and importance of September 9 and
enlightened a few who were unaware of the
struggle. I broke my fast at midnight a few minutes ago so now I'm going to spend some time
in contemplation and get some zzz's."

Another California comrade wrote about organizing at California Correctional Institution:
"For September 9 I attempted to raise the
level of consciousness amongst the inmates
here on a few issues:
“I spoke on comrade George L. Jackson's
untimely death at San Quentin and his particular struggle transforming the colonial and
criminal mind into a revolutionary mentality.
I talked about how he vied to unify the blacks
and other groups. But, the reactionary system
wasn't having it one bit. So as a result of his
struggles in prison he was assassinated.
“I also spoke on [Hugo] Pinell, who was
also slain unfortunately during Black August,
and what he stood for in terms of solidarity
amongst progressive people. I also spoke on Attica's uprising. Mao said, ‘one spark can light a
prairie fire.’ And it definitely did.
“I spoke on how it is vitally important to
end all hostilities amongst all groups of prisoners and beyond. In spite of the fact that hostilities will be fomented by the reactionary state.
We must continue to vie for peace, harmony
and love amongst each other no matter what.
The enemy will stop at nothing to foil our efforts. It's part of the struggle to continue moving forward until our goals can be realized, and
at that we can set more.
“Also, I spoke to them about the importance
of maintaining a study group here even after
my departure from prison. And that each and
every one of them have an inherent obligation
to conduct and maintain a study group amongst
themselves so that they can continue raising the
social and political consciousness of prisoners
as a whole.
“I did what I could to commemorate September 9. The discussion was for 2 hours. It turned
out pretty well. Most of the participants didn't
have a clue about these historical events and
about the prison movement in general. And of
course, some had questions. About 12 people attended the group. Also, I did a thousand burpees
myself to commemorate September 9. It was exhilarating and refreshing at 53 years of age, to
continue to push forward in my 34th year incarcerated. Pamoja tutashinda uhuru sasa!"

Also from California at High Desert CF we
received a preview of September 9 plans from
the organization Abolitionist From Within:
"As the leading member of the Abolitionist
From Within (AFW) I do support MIM(Prisons)
and embrace as a group the five core principles
of the United Front for Peace in Prisons. While
AFW may not agree with every political issue
MIM(Prisons) advocates, it is the issues that
we both support that bring us together in this
revolutionary struggle. AFW recently had our
Continued on page 16...
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in California prison history, we now have July
8 which we can reflect on to see our efforts
transcend expectations.

“To sum up, in my area the AEH is adhered
to and a lot of class conscious conversations
are constantly being addressed. Everything
pertaining to prisoner rights and the abolishment of solitary confinement is a hot topic
where ideas are matched, and debates and polemics are welcomed with respect. Our lives are
affected by all our actions. It just helps more
when we're all on the same page. I cannot say
that a grand meeting will be held on September
9 or anything else. We do have class consciousness, but not all are receptive to political/revolutionary discussions, being that my unit is very
small, I will probably be the only one participating in a solidarity fast on September 9. My
revolutionary solidarity goes out to all other
USW comrades."

Leading up to September 9 we received a
joint statement from the United KAGE Brothers
and the Prisoners Political Action Committee
out of Pelican Bay, which was a pledge to end
hostilities on the inside and out.
From California Correctional Institution at
Tehachapi, one of the comrades who has spent
more than 10 years in SHU reported in July,
"Yes, the Agreement to End Hostilities campaign has been popularized in my area. I'm
aware of it based on observation and active
participation in our class struggle to abolish
...Continued from page 11

...Settlement

settlement you can expect to spend 12 months in
SHU for "Leading a disturbance, riot or strike",
and 6 months for "participation in a disturbance,
riot or strike" or "Inciting conditions likely to
threaten institution security" (for those not
aware, the latter was a common charge made
against those who peacefully refused food in
recent years to protest long-term isolation in
California prisons).
They are outlawing peaceful protest, and
non-violent, passive resistance for the prison
movement. Amerikans criticize other countries
that torture people for peacefully protesting the
government that is abusing and, well, torturing
them. How is it that leaders in the prison movement have signed on to this?
As we have previously reported, the new
STG policies still give prisoners points for
things like tattoos, greeting cards and talking to
certain individuals. So it is not really true that
you can no longer be punished for affiliation.
Abolishing this practice was part of the 2nd demand of the hunger strikes.
As a result of reviews (which were mostly
underway before this settlement anyway) we
have a number of comrades who are getting out
of the SHU right now, without having to debrief
(snitch). This will no doubt be a positive thing,
as we expect many of them will stay politically
active in their new locations where they will
have more opportunities to reach out to others.
Yet at the same time we've already seen the next
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solitary confinement, which has me directly
engaged with the people involved. Therefore,
I'm able to confirm, there hasn't been a single
issue of violence on the group yards here at
Tehachapi SHU, which have been in effect for
over a year now.
“The Agreement to End Hostilities is being
reinforced on the issues that we're organizing
around and what it will take for our efforts to
not only be sustained, but being successful. The
understanding of this is realized by prisoners
on several fronts, such as individuals from various formations exercising together and aiding
one another on the political, social and economic contradictions that manifest.
“On a final note, we prisoners at CCI Tehachapi have been boycotting CDCR's ‘How to
make a slave’ step-down program since 11 May
2015. Please be sure to publicize this fact!!"

In Kern Valley State Prison we received reports of active building across different groups
in the spirit of the AEH. In particular the Nation of Gods and Earths and the Rastafari groups
there have been leading progressive efforts. One
God reported on a 30-day event including many
lumpen organizations (LOs) called Project
Build. He states,
"The People/masses/folks support the
Agreement to End Hostilities based on the fact
that in this particular facility there are 20 selfhelp groups as well as Bakersfield College...
As for development of a sort of treaty, that has
not been put into effect due to the individual-

generation of prison leaders going to the SHU.
It seems that the youngsters are getting thrown
under the bus here.
So this is a wake up call to those not yet in
the SHU. In July 2013, 30,000 prisoners stood
up against long-term isolation, recognizing their
common interests in this demand, even though
most of them were not housed in isolation themselves. This was an amazing demonstration that
epitomizes the progress made over the last 5
years or so to consolidate the prison movement
in California. This continues to be celebrated
in the form of the Agreement to End Hostilities
and the countless commemorations taking place
on September 9, in the spirit of peace and solidarity in commemoration of the Attica uprising.
As this settlement was released, public statements from CDCR celebrated it as a continuation of their plan to reform the system after the
SHU successfully broke the prison gangs that
had taken over. Yeah right. These prison gangs
were encouraged by the state who teamed up
with white nationalist prisoners to oppress New
Afrikans, and later enforced the north/south divide on the Chican@ nation. The continuation
of and expansion of united action around the
Agreement to End Hostilities is crucial to preventing the CDCR from returning to that status
quo.
Leading up to the recent settlement we had
one comrade building for a new wave of hunger
strikes. As this settlement does not address the
most important of the 5 Core Demands, ending
conditions of isolation for all prisoners, this call
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ists who will rat to the pigs for an extra phone
call or to go out to a “Regular Day Off” yard.
Those who are aware of the need to end hostilities are toeing the line. Those that aren't are
socially condemned by those who do not fully
comprehend, and slowly re-educated by those
who see them for the unconsciousness they give
off. Communication is key."

This reinforces the sentiment that LOs are on
board for the AEH, and those who violate it are
isolated individuals, or individuals with connections to the state. At the same time the LOs are
not monolithic organizations and we must not
be idealistic about declaring “Peace achieved!”
We have much to celebrate as we mark 3 years
of ending hostilities in California this October
12. But there is much work to be done to address the existing contradictions that are lurking
beneath the surface.
As comrades above acknowledge, it is not
just agent provocateurs creating trouble, though
they are very real, and easily influenced and
bribed. To believe that it is just agent provocateurs is to idealistically ignore the contradictions among the people that must be addressed.
There are antagonistic contradictions among
the imprisoned as well, especially in a situation like California where some LOs have very
entrenched economic and power interests. Addressing both types of contradictions must continue in order to see another 3 years of peace
and achieve the goals of the prison movement in
improving the lives of all prisoners.
remains valid. And while we've always warned
comrades to build outside support for such actions, one lesson we can take from California
is that such actions must be organized on the
inside. Even California Prison Focus, who has
been visiting prisoners in the SHU for decades,
and who has lawyers with privileged access to
their clients, was in the dark during the hunger
strikes until the CDCR decided to pull in outside
mediators. As always, MIM(Prisons) is committed to supporting the organization of prisoners
and fighting to defend the First Amendment
rights of prisoners (and ourselves) of speech
and association. The ending of a policy that allows the state to torture people for belonging
to certain organizations was a blow against the
excessively repressive policies of the CDCR in
relation to the First Amendment. With this settlement we find California in a similar situation
to most of the rest of the country, where torture
continues to be the method of choice for population control of the oppressed who do not walk in
step with the oppressor.
And so, the struggle continues. Until
solitary confinement is abolished, shutting
down control units will be a central campaign
for MIM(Prisons) and United Struggle from
Within. 
Notes:
1. Todd Ashker, et al., v. Governor of the State of California, et al., Settlement Agreement, C 09-05796 CW.
2. Timothy Williams, "Prison Officials Join Movement to Curb Solitary Confinement," New York
Times, 2 September 2015.
3. California Control Unit Statistics,
AbolishControlUnits.org
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Movie Review:

Straight Outta Compton
Wiawimawo of MIM(Prisons)
August 2015

14 August 2015 – The long-awaited autobiographical story of NWA, Straight Outta Compton (2015), hit theaters tonight. The actionpacked movie glorifies the evolution, and quick
dispersal of what they billed as "the world's
most dangerous group." While this was part of
their hype, there was certainly some truth to the
image NWA portrayed and the long-term impact
that they had on music and culture in the United
$tates. Produced by Ice Cube, with help from
Dr. Dre and Tomica Woods-Wright (widow of
Eazy-E), the film portrays the history of NWA
through their eyes. While generally an accurate
history, there are artistic liberties taken in the
portrayal of certain events and what is left out.
A key theme of the film is the role of police brutality in shaping the experience of New
Afrikans in Compton, particularly young males.
There are multiple run-ins with police brutality
depicted, and attention is given to the infamous
beating of Rodney King by the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD), and the subsequent riots
in Los Angeles that deeply affected all members of
NWA. The strong anti-cop message of the movie
will resonate with audiences who have been unable to avoid discussion of police murders of
New Afrikans over the last year or so. As such,
the movie will have a positive impact of pushing
...Continued from page 14
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first demonstration at High Desert State Prison
(HDSP), bringing together a cohesive front in
reflecting, fasting and uniting to honor those
nameless and faceless men of Black August and
Attica (1971) by coming together in solidarity.
We brought up the issues of the day affecting us
and we all offered solutions from each individual's perspective. It was a beautiful and righteous
energy as we synergized, listening to each other,
and offered the best of ourselves during this
time. We will meet again on September 9 and try
to agree on the best solutions in attacking and
combating the issues that are inflicting us today
from the first meeting."

These comrades followed up with a report
on their September 9 activities:
“It's been a blessing to learn and grow from
each comrade who has engaged in a solidarity
demonstration with the movement, Abolitionists From Within (AFW). We came together for
all the lost comrades and those that continue to
struggle and unite to break the chain of injustice.
“We fasted September 8 to September 9 in
a show of solidarity. Also we studied together
reading books with study questions and we also
read material from Under Lock & Key No. 45
and the September 9th Day of Struggle Study
Pack. After reading, we came up with questions
from the material and off we went back to our
cells. We also shared the word with anybody
who was willing to listen. Back in our cells i
heard the comrades feeling like freedom revolutionary fighters and that's what's up! We stand
in solidarity with the comrades who fought

forward the contradiction between
oppressed nations and the armed
forces that occupy their neighborhoods.

Every New Afrikan rebellion
in the past year has been triggered
by police murders. Murders and attacks on New Afrikans by whites
and their police have always been
the most common trigger of rebellions since Black ghettos have existed.(1) This was true in the 1960s
when the Black Panthers rose to
prominence, it was true in the early Still from Straight Outta Comption. Red and blue bandanas are tied
1990s after NWA rose to fame, and together in unity during the 1992 Los Angeles riots.
it's true today when "Black Lives
Matter" is a daily topic on corporate and other montage of the 1992 Los Angeles riots, but don't
media. This national contradiction, and how it is touch on Cube's extensive commentary before
experienced in the ghetto, is portrayed in the film and after the riots through his music.
by the fact that there are no positive roles played
by white characters.
The movie concludes by glamorizing Dre's
rise to fame and independence. Ice Cube's great
A secondary theme, that surrounded a num- success as an actor and producer are also feaber of high-profile groups/rappers of the time, tured, as are a memorializing of Eazy-E and upwas the question of freedom of speech. NWA dates on DJ Yella and MC Ren.
was part of a musical trend that brought condemnation from the White House and the birth of the
While this ending is a logical wrap up of
"Parental Advisory: Explicit Lyrics" warning the story of these five artists and where they are
sticker. Ice Cube does a good job of portraying today, the focus on the individuals leaves out
his character as righteous and politically astute, much of their real legacy. NWA was part of a
though he self-admittedly embellished from cultural shift. Like all historical events, what
how events truly occurred.(2) We see the strong they did represented much bigger forces in socipolitical stances Ice Cube took in his music af- ety. The character of Ice Cube recognizes this in
ter he left NWA, yet, only a glimpse. They do a a press interview in the film when he says they
didn't start a riot at a Detroit show, they were
just representing the feelings of the youth of
the day. As was stressed in that interview, and
and died in the uprising at Attica. Continue to
struggle with peace on our tongue.
throughout their careers, NWA members were
just reporters speaking on what they were ex“Here on ‘D yard’ there was nothing but
periencing. And it was an experience that until
peace today in solidarity with the movement
then was unknown to a majority of Amerikans.
and with the Attica freedom fighters. The moveToday that experience has become popularized.
ment prevented many young men from being
It is both glamorized and feared, but it has beswallowed by the prison culture and that's
come a prominent part of the Amerikan conhow I feel about the MIM(Prisons) movement
helping us comrades who want change, so I
sciousness thanks to voices like NWA.
say stay struggling and thank for your continued struggle with us prisoners. Revolutionary
While reality rap has been used (and misGreetings!"
construed) to reinforce racism by many, the real
transformative impact it has had is in bringing
In California Pelican Bay also represented
this reality to the forefront so that it could no
this September 9,
longer be ignored by Amerikans. Again, this
pushed the national contradiction in the United
"Today was a good day. No one had any
$tates, by making all people face reality and
canteen or nothing to make food, but we had
take positions on it.
good conversation about Yogi's death and how
it was a benefit to the state. The hunger strike
was brought up and I talked about how our
One problem with the movie is the way it
hunger strike was a continuation of the strugleaves the rebelliousness of NWA as something
gles of Attica.
from the past, that has evolved into successful
business sense. NWA was one of a number of
“It was hard to speak of peace when we are
greatly influential artists at the time that shaped
so close to the tragedy at Folsom, but folks here
the future of hip hop. When gangsta rap was
with me want peace; we have all voiced peace
breaking out, you had real voices leading the
and how it helps us all in our own struggles.
Doing the state's bidding by oppressing other
charge. Since then it has been reeled in, and
prisoners is not coming from anyone housed
there is generally a dichotomy between the
around me. We know that the real contrastudio garbage that gets corporate play and the
diction lies in prisoners vs. the state. Hopecountless popular artists who have taken rap to
fully other circles come to realize this or are
higher levels both artistically and ideologically.
weeded out because Attica gave us a concrete
Today there is a greater breadth of politically
example of what us vs. them looks like. So did
astute artists who are quite influential, despite
the San Quentin Six and the California hunger
strikes."
Continued on page 18...
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Death Due to Medical Negligence
by a Federal prisoner
August 2015

June 2015 brought about one of the more
serious human rights violations here at Federal
Correctional Institution (FCI) Aliceville. The
medical care is horrible. From the first day I
have witnessed gross negligence, malpractice in
many forms, and some of the nastiest medical
personnel I've ever encountered. I worked in the
intensive care unit at a hospital for 9 years, and
I've seen some lacking in bedside manners, but
these people are downright abusive.
I'll skip all the second-hand horror stories
and tell you about Karen Massengale. She came
here about a month ago. I am not sure exactly
how old she was but by her gray hair and other
tell-tale signs I think she was not young. From
day one she was sickly. There were several
times she vomited in the common area and in
her cell. She was seen at medical and given a
laxative. After multiple trips to medication pickup she finally was able to get them.
Her condition continued to deteriorate rapidly. She lost weight and she couldn't leave
her room. On two occasions she was wheeled
to medical saying "something's wrong, I know
my body and something is wrong, I think I'm
dying." When she returned she was distraught,
treated like she was faking and told there's nothing wrong. Then on 25 May 2015 after laying in
her room for three days, unable to eat or drink,
she was rushed to medical. I saw her in a wheelchair barely able to sit up. That was the last time
we saw her.
The buzz around the facility is that she died
30 May 2015, possibly of a bowel obstruction.
One of the nursing staff (Nurse Eli) who told her
there wasn't anything wrong has told multiple
prisoners that they are faking. She even went so
far as to write one prisoner a shot for malinger-
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ing. Two days later they were in surgery for a
bowel obstruction. Trust me this is not the exception, it is the rule.

I currently have a grievance in process on
medical and one on Nurse Eli. What I am asking from MIM(Prisons) is to simply follow up
on Karen Massengale. She deserved for the
last weeks of her life (if in fact she is deceased)
to have been more humane. To die in a prison
while begging for help and being told you're
faking is the epitome of cruel and unusual punishment, wouldn't you say?
MIM(Prisons) responds: We have verified that
Karen Massengale did die on 30 May 2015.
Medical negligence is a serious form of abuse of
prisoners. It is particularly tempting for prison
administrators looking to save some money, as
health care can be quite expensive, especially
for a population that is fed a terrible diet, given
little opportunity for exercise, and put in conditions that cause both mental and physical deterioration.
The health care system offered by capitalism generally offers better care to the wealthy
and punishes the poor with sickness and death.
This distinction is especially dramatic in countries like the United $tates which don't offer
universal healthcare equally to all. But even
those capitalist countries that provide healthcare
for all of their citizens are ignoring the health
of the majority of the world's people who are
literally dying in service of profit. There is no
excuse for the deaths from easily (and in many
cases cheaply) preventable diseases that plague
the Third World. Pharmaceutical companies test
and manufacture expensive drugs in oppressed
nations around the world while denying these
test subjects and workers access to basic care.
These drugs are for First World customers. The
profit motive driving healthcare is a clear example of why capitalism is bad for the majority of
the world's people.

Fight Snitching through Revolutionary Unity

by a Pennsylvania prisoner
September 2015

It seems that the pigs who run this gulag are
getting more and more clever every day. We need
to stay on point to their tactics and be awake to
the corruption that surrounds us. We all know
that the administration will do whatever it takes
to shut down any organizational movement of
prisoners that threatens them. It has come to my
attention that all around us are eyes and ears, even
when we think we are speaking in confidence to
a supposed comrade. The pigs have resorted to
using the most oppressed of all of us as puppets
for them. The administration has begun using an
"informant for hire" network to bring down any
type of unity between prisoners. A large percent
of us already completely rely on support from the
administration to feed us, and provide other necessities. The pigs withhold vital services from
prisoners, forcing them to obey their "masters."
In exchange for constitutional rights, and necessities that they can get nowhere else, prisoners

infiltrate cell groups and other organizational
efforts between comrades, then report their findings back to the corrections officers. This has become a common scene in Pennsylvania prisons.
This is another reason why we all need to
unite and take care of our brothers and sisters in
need, so they are not forced to rely on the pigs
for their livelihood and daily bread. We are all
in this together, despite our individual crimes,
backgrounds, or status. We all should have one
common goal, to break these chains that bind
us. I believe this is what self-sufficiency truly
means – not having to rely on our oppressors
to meet our basic needs. And since we all share
this common goal shouldn't we view all other
prisoners as the same as self? After all, we
are meant to be one united force, but all that
abounds is discord, disunity, and views towards
other prisoners.
This is a call to all fellow prisoners to unite
as one force, lend a helping hand to prisoners
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Pennsylvania Censors Textbooks
by a Pennsylvania prisoner
August 2015

Prison administrators here in State Correctional Institution (SCI) Huntingdon have recently begun to deny all of the programming textbooks that have come in the mail for me, stating
that the books contain writings which advocate,
assist or are evidence of criminal activity, or
facility misconduct. I am unable to properly
appeal the publication denials to the facility's
superintendent, who told me in person "You're
not getting your fucking books." He told me that
the decision by the Inmate Publication Review
Committee (IPRC) is final, and his responses
to my attempts to appeal publication denials
reflect this statement. I am unable to use the facility grievance system to file complaints about
my mail and incoming publications, which are
meant to be handled some other way. I am unable to ask exactly what misconducts or crimes
the books advocate, assist in, or are evidence of,
and facility staff have been unable to specify.
I am writing to your organization to respectfully request any assistance, or information you
may be able to provide which could help to right
this wrong. These books are purely educational,
and as such are entirely neutral. Disallowing
them could not serve any legitimate penological interest.
MIM(Prisons) responds: This letter shows
that education can never be "entirely neutral"
under imperialism. Educational textbooks,
while generally devoid of any progressive
political content, still present a threat to prisons
because of the opportunity they provide
for educational advancement. Through this
education prisoners may become more aware
of the basis of the criminal injustice system
and their own oppression, and it could lead
them to seek out more revolutionary education.
Continued on page 19...

who are down and out. When we don't do this,
we are violating the very basis of communism
by placing ourselves above other groups of humyns – the poor and needy! We must do whatever it takes to crush the fascists and pigs that
oppress us! So we must reach out and help those
who are unable to help themselves, and stop
feeding them to the mongrels.
MIM(Prisons) responds: Many people write to
us complaining about snitches and the hopelessness of organizing. This comrade does a great
job explaining how we can have an impact on
these individuals and what people can do to
change their circumstances, rather than just
complaining. This sort of rational and creative
thinking is what communists need to bring to
every situation. Look at a problem from all sides
and come up with ways to attack it. We call this
materialist thinking, and it's not easy, especially
when we're bombarded with anti-science ideas,
and feeling crushed by day-to-day oppression.
We hope this comrade serves as an inspiration to others who are facing serious snitching
problems to think about how you can help these
snitches to join the cause of the revolution.
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Brown Berets - Prison Chapter Celebrates Third Anniversary
cipactli of Brown Berets - Prison Chapter
June 2015

1 June 2015 marked the third anniversary
of the Brown Berets - Prison Chapter (BB-PC).
This was a significant event, one that should be
reviewed and put in context for what it means
for Chican@s and what other oppressed people
can learn from this development. Although
Chican@s have been showing a rise in consciousness and political activity, we need to also
reach farther and dig deeper in our efforts. All
Chican@s should understand that we can accomplish much more with more participation
and with more prison activism.
There are four important ways in which this
development has progressed.
* Book project: The BB-PC was happy to participate in the newly released book Chican@ Power and the Struggle for Aztlán. This is a much
needed book based on today's Chican@ nation,
and it was time for such a project. The BB-PC
saw that there is a shortage of contemporary Chican@ revolutionary literature showing today's
gente the way forward. After collaborating with
MIM(Prisons) and other Chican@s who were
also working to rebuild the nation, the book project was launched. This book marks a new level
of consciousness for the nation and it is ground
breaking. We believe that this book has signaled
the next wind in the Chican@ movement.

ize. All of these efforts were supported by the
imprisoned Chican@ movement and the BB-PC
participated in various ways.

* Future efforts: We see the need for more
Chican@ study material and the newly released
book Chican@ Power was just the first step in
this regard. More material is being developed
which will add to transforming the hearts and
minds of captive Aztlán.
It can be said that in these short three years a
contribution has been made to Aztlán. But this is an
ongoing long-term project and we have only begun.
Thought reform takes time, and undoing the damage that colonialism has done on our nation's minds
is hard work. We are freedom-loving people who
have tasted freedom through our actions, and our
activism will not stop until we are all free.
The coming year will see more leaps forward as more Chican@s are let out of the control units, and as more torture is stopped. The
first step in contributing to Aztlán is educating
oneself and those around you. Learn Chican@
hystory and discuss how to advance the gente.
Nobody will free you if you will not free yourself. We look forward to better days and a recharged Chican@ movement.

Chican@ Power and the
Struggle for Aztlán
by a MIM(Prisons) Study Group
This book is finally printed and ready!
We are sending it out with a study pack for
use in your study group or individual study.
Send in your answers to the study pack by
December 31 and you’ll be included in a
one-time study session with authors of the
book.
The book costs $20 + s/h ($10 for
prisoners), and the production costs are
HUGE! Chican@ Power is an invaluable
resource for anyone struggling for liberation
of the internal semi-colonies of the United
$tates, and we don’t want to prevent anyone
from getting the book for lack of funds.
We’re asking anyone who can contribute
$10 for their copy, or more to cover for
others, to please step up and send in your
donations today! If your facility allows, you
can send us stamps. To send a check, we
need to send you instructions, so tell us first.

* New Chapter: Another development in
these three years was the formation of the BBPC Colorado. The fact that Chican@s in Colorado have been able to rise above their circumstances and contribute to advancing Aztlán is a
beautiful thing. When people can look outside
of themselves and, despite their own oppression
or repressive circumstances, stand up with the
nation, it should be applauded. It is no surprise
that comrades in Colorado did not waste time in
getting involved in today's Chican@ movement
because Colorado has always contributed strong
cadre to Aztlán. In 1974 Los Seis de Boulder
Colorado gave Aztlán the martyrs which fueled
Aztlán at that time. But the Colorado chapter
also confirms our analysis which can be found
in Chican@ Power, and which explains that we
suspect imprisoned Chican@s are developing
politically at unprecedented rates and as this
continues so will more chapters rise throughout
the U.S. pintas.
* Release of Chican@s out of the control
units: After years and decades of Chican@s
and other oppressed people being held in control units we have now seen many moved back
out to the general populations. We believe that
this was accomplished by a multitude of actions.
The hunger strikes, the heightened education/
agitation behind prison walls, and the involvement in more Chican@s speaking out and creating literature and political theory to guide the
prison movement, has all helped to push the
prison movement for human rights forward
while ensuring that the demands within prisons
remain progressive and continue to revolution-

...Continued from page 16

...NWA Movie

lacking access to the corporate outlets. A
montage of the countless "fuck da police"inspired songs that have been produced since
NWA would be a better recognition of their
legacy today, than the focus on mainstream
success and lives of some of the individual
members.
While being a longer movie, Straight Outta
Compton seemed to end quickly. There are plenty of exciting musical moments to make NWA
fans nod their heads, and many rebellious state-

ments made by members of NWA that should
make you smile. We look forward to the even
longer director's cut, which promises to get
deeper into some points that are only hinted at
in the theatrical release.(3) 
Notes:
1. Joshua Bloom and Waldo E. Martin, Jr., Black
Against Empire: The History of the Black Panther Party, University of California Press: Berkeley, 2013, p. 91.
2. Ben Westhoff, "Straight Outta Compton: factchecking the film... with Ice Cube", The Guardian,
13 August 2015.
3. Brian Hiatt, "14 Things We Learned About 'Straight
Outta Compton'", Rolling Stone, 13 August 2015.
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Recreación Negada en Segregación Administrativa
por un@ prisioner@ en Texas
Marzo 2015
traducido por un@ prisioner@ en California

Nosotros los que estamos en Segregación
Administrativa fuimos puestos aquí por ser parte
de un STG (Grupo de Amenaza a la Seguridad),
supuestamente un pandillero confirmado. En el
2002 fui encerrado en Segregación Administrativa por corresponder con los presos de otra
unidad que fueron confirmados como STG. Salí
de prisión en el 2004, y recientemente regresé
a prisión este año, nuevamente me encuentro
en Segregación Administrativa aún no siendo
parte de una pandilla. He tratado de escribirle a
los oficiales que investigan a las pandillas, también escribí un reporte sobre mi asociación en el
pasado; me dijeron que iba a ir a un programa
(GRAD) diseñado para ex-pandilleros. Todavía
estoy esperando.
Durante el tiempo en Segregación Administrativa, debemos de recibir una hora de ejer-

cicio (recreo) por día, como parte de nuestros
derechos. Yo he estado en esta unidad por seis
meses y solo he salido a recreación dos veces.
He escrito una queja como primer paso, solo me
dijeron que me darán una respuesta cuando el
personal lo permita. La población general recibe
recreación diariamente, y tienen el personal suficiente para esculcar las celdas cuando salimos
a bañarnos cada-otro-día. Hay otras unidades
a las cuales les falta personal, pero todavía reciben su hora de recreación. Es triste porque
unos necesitan el ejercicio por razones medicas
y todos lo necesitamos por razones mentales.
Estar constantemente en la celda del diario es
una batalla mental y un problema de salud serio.
MIM(Prisiones) responde: En Under Lock &
Key No. 41 nosotros publicamos unos relatos de
validación pandillera que han sido usados como
instrumentos de control social.
El STG (Grupo de Amenaza a la Seguridad)
está diseñado para sujetarse sobre las cabezas

El MIM(Prisiónes)
El Ministro Maoísta Internacional de Prisiones, MIM(Prisiones), es una célula de revolucionarios que
sirve las masas opresas adentro de las prisiones de los EEUU.. Mantenemos la ideología comunista revolucionaria del Marxismo-Leninismo-Maoísmo y trabajamos del punto del proletariado del tercer mundo.
El imperialismo es el enemigo número uno de la mayoría de gente del mundo, no podemos obtener nuestra
meta de terminar toda opresión sin derribar el imperialismo. La historia nos ha mostrado que el imperialista
hará guerra antes de permitir un fin a la opresión.
Como revolucionarios internacionalistas, nos apoyamos la auto-determinación de todas naciones y gente.
Hoy, el sistema de prisiones de los EEUU es un parte mayor del estado imperialista siendo usado para prevenir la auto-determinación de las naciones opresas. Es por esta razón que vemos a prisioneros en este país
como manteniendo la delantera de cualquier movimiento anti-imperialista y revolucionario. Mientras que
nuestra organización se enfoca en apoyo al prisionero, creemos que hay una necesidad grave de trabajo para
el Maoísta en organizar y educar en muchas áreas en los Estados Unidos. Tenemos la esperanza que alguna
gente se inspire por nuestro ejemplo alrededor de prisiones y que lo aplique a su propio trabajo para crear más
células maoísta y amplíe el movimiento Maoísta detrás de las líneas del enemigo.
MIM(Prisiones) se distingue de otros grupos en los siguientes seis puntos. Consideramos que las otras
organizaciones que activamente mantienen estos puntos ser fraternal.
1. El comunismo es nuestra meta. El comunismo es una sociedad en donde ningún grupo tiene poder sobre
cualquier otro grupo.
2. Una dictadura del proletariado es necesario. En una dictadura del proletariado la mayoría explotada
anterior dicta a la minoría (el que promovió la explotación) como la sociedad se debe conducir. En el caso
de naciones imperialistas, una dictadura junta del proletariado de naciones opresas (JDPON) debe hacer este
papel en donde no hay proletariado interno o una base significante de masas que favorece comunismo.
3. Promovemos una frente unida contra todos los que se oponen al imperialismo. El camino al JDPON
sobre las naciones imperialista incluye unir todos aquellos que se puedan unir contra el imperialismo. No
podemos pelear el imperialismo y pelear otras que están ocupadas en conflictos de vida o muerte con el imperialismo a la misma vez. Aun las clases de una nación imperialista pueden ser aliados en el frente unido bajo
ciertas condiciones.
4. Una clase parasítica domina los países del primer mundo. Como Marx, Engels, y Lenin formularon y la
idea de MIM ha reiterado a través de análisis materialista, el imperialismo extrae súper-ganancias del Tercer
Mundo y en parte usa esta riqueza para comprar populaciones enteras de supuestos trabajadores. Estos supuestos trabajadores comprados por el imperialismo forman una nueva burguesía pequeña - llamada la aristocracia
de labor, ellos no son un vehículo para el Maoísmo. Aquellos que trabajan en los intereses económicos de la
aristocracia de labor del primer mundo forman la base de masas para apretar el agarre de la muerte del tercer
mundo por el imperialismo
5. Nuevas burguesías se formarán bajo el socialismo. Mao guió la marcha para exponer la burguesía que
se desarrolló adentro del partido comunista en la Unión Soviética y la campaña para bombardear los cuarteles
generales en su propio país de China. Esas experiencias demostraron la necesidad de revolución continua
bajo la dictadura del proletariado. La lucha de clases no se termina hasta que el estado haya sido anulado y el
comunismo se haya alcanzado.
6. La Gran Revolución Cultural de Proletariado en China fue el avance más lejano hacia al comunismo en
la historia. Mantenemos la Unión Soviética hasta la muerte de Stalin en 1953, seguido por la Republica de la
gente de China a través de 1976 como los ejemplos mejores del socialismo moderno en la práctica. El arresto
de la “Pandilla de Cuatro” en China y la subida de Khrushchev en la Unión Soviética marcaron la restauración
del capitalismo en esos países. Otros experimentos en el desarrollo del socialismo en el siglo 20 fallaron de
sobrepasar el modelo Soviético (es decir: Albania) o peor, se quedó adentro del modelo capitalista de producción, generalmente por la falla de romper con la teoría de fuerzas productivas.
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de los presos que son más conscientes en la
política, y después es usado con excusa para aislarlos de los demás. Para la administración es
irrelevante si los individuos validados se afilian
con una organización lumpen. Hay lugares que
te clasifican como una STG solo por trabajar/
estudiar con MIM(Prisiones). Nosotros publicamos relatos como este para demostrar las
condiciones de tortura en estos programas de
aislamiento, y el arbitrario uso que el "STG"
marca. En realidad no confiamos en el sistema
de injusticia, que decida quien es una amenaza a
la seguridad: Las amenazas más grandes a la seguridad se presentan en el gobierno Amerikano
y en el ejercito y sistema de prisiones.

¿Quieres leer más en español?
Tenemos
algunos
libros
y
revistas
revolucionarios. Escríbenos para pedir los.
En cambio por la literatura gratuita pedimos
que nos mandes algo de trabajo. Escríbenos
un artículo, forma un grupo de estudio,
mándenos algún arte, lo que puedas hacer
para contribuir a la lucha revolucionaria.
We need volunteers who can read and write
well in both English and Spanish to translate
for Under Lock & Key. A fast growing
segment of the U.$. prison population is
Spanish-speaking migrants, and we would
like to reach out to them as much as possible.
Write in to put in work!
...Continued from page 17

...Textbooks

Keeping prisoners uneducated is a good way for
the oppressor nation to maintain its privileged
position.
Denial of books can also be used as punishment for a prisoner who is seen as a trouble
maker. The fact that this comrade knows how
to file grievances and is working to gain education may be the cause of these denials. Part
of the system of social control in prisons is the
use of arbitrary rules to contain prisoners who
might be a threat because of their understanding of legal rights and their ability to fight for
these rights.
For both of these reasons, instead of arguing about what constitutes "legitimate penological interests" we point out that the penological
interest really being served by the Amerikan
criminal injustice system is social control. Censorship is a key tool the prisons use for this end.
And for this reason we focus some of our limited time and resources fighting against censorship. For this comrade we have provided a copy
of our guide to fighting censorship. But what we
really need, in many states across the country,
are lawyers who can help us bring censorship
cases to court to establish legal precedent. Of
particular priority to us are those cases where
the censorship is of explicit political material.
Textbook denials like the one described above
do happen, but they are far less common than
the denial of Under Lock & Key and other revolutionary literature.
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ATTENTION PRISONERS:

You must write to us every 6 months to stay on our mailing list.
Tell us what mail you’ve gotten since the last time you wrote.
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Under Lock & Key not enough
political education for you?

...Continued from page 8

...UFPP

teaching of all is to show it in your actions.
4. Internationalism: it will be an amazing thing
once we do the things that are right for us in
each state and to stand firm to each other on
changing the prison system.
5. Independence: we must understand that the
system is not for us. It's not here to make our
life easy. It's made to make us submit to them.
MIM(Prisons) adds: We welcome Stand Firm
With Unity to the United Front for Peace in
Prisons (UFPP). We also welcome them (and all
UFPP signatories) to send us reports on how organizing around these five points is going on the
ground. What has worked to get people on board
with the united front? Showing peace and unity
in one's actions is good for setting an example
of the UFPP; send in your reports on how you've
actually done this in your facility and the results
you've seen.

We also want to ensure the concept of
internationalism is well understood, as it's one
of the main characteristics that sets the UFPP
(and MIM(Prisons)) apart from other similar attempts (and organizations). We not only want to
do what is best for prisoners caught up in the
Amerikan criminal injustice system, but we also
want peace and justice for oppressed people
throughout the entire world. In the United $tates,
everyone (even prisoners) benefits from the imperialists' theft of resources and labor from all
across the globe. If we lose perspective of this,
we'll work to fix our oppression while making
conditions worse for the majority of the world's
people. This is how reformism and a lack of internationalism has played out in the past. Learning from history, we know we need to keep the
conditions of the majority of the world's people
in the front of our minds in order to not sell them
out for our own benefits.

If one ULK every 2 months isn’t enough political
study for you, then you can join a Maoist
study cell through MIM(Prisons). We start with
articles written by MIM(Prisons) on the topics
of prison economics, which is one of the most
misunderstood topics in our movement. Next we
study a booklet on the basics of our political line
titled Fundamental Political Line of MIM(Prisons).
The last essay we study in this introductory study
group is Mao’s essay “On Contradiction,” which
explains the philosophy of dialectical materialism
(how we study history).
The whole study course costs $5 and you can
trade work for study if you can’t pay. Write in today
to sign up for the next group! (Tell us first if you
need to pay with a check.)
We also support prisoner-led study groups with literature, study packs, and a guide on how to start and
maintain a study group where you’re at. We want to
support 50 prisoner-led study groups over the next
year, and last year we supported just over 30.
For those who finish our introductory study group
described above, we host advanced study groups.
One group is the ULK Writers Group, which is an
ongoing group for comrades who also write articles for ULK. The book Chican@ Power and the
Struggle for Aztlán was spawned in one of our advanced study groups! Develop your foundation for
making a difference in the international communist
movement from behind bars! Study with others!

